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Waters, Sharpton, Bakewell Come to Riverside
..
.

RIVERSIDE

•Concern over the recent
:i)-o lice shootings of Tyisha
~iller,
Irvin
Landrum,
'Margaret Mitchell, as well as
·..i:madou Diallo and Abner
Louima have brought national
attention t,o police brutality and

will bring the Honorable
Congresswoman
Maxine
Waters, currently in her 4th
term in the House of
Representatives and member of
the Judiciary Committee to the
City of Riverside next Monday,
June 21, 1999 at 10:00 a.m..
She will be joined by Rev. Al

Congresswoman Maxine Waters

Rev. Al Sharpton

Sharpton, Celese King, CORE,
Danny Bakewell, Brotherhood
Crusade, Oscar Brown, Jr., jazz
musician, actress Kim Fields,
Actor Bill Cobbs, Aleandro N..
Mayorkas, U.S. Attorney
Central District. The place is
Riv~rside City Hall at 10 a.m.
on Monday, June 21, 1999 at

the Riverside City Hall, 3900
Main Street. A rally will
follow the protest march and
demonstration.
Al Sharpton will speak that
evening, 7:00 p.m. at New Joy
MBC, 6594 Jurupa Ave. His
topic will be, police violence·
and family values.
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Cops Fired: RPA Angry, Community Happy

~:;:~hi;hfi;ht~r

Etta J
Playboy Jazz Festival
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Daniel Hotard

.'.,,.;, :,.:,:.:;::;.,_- ;:,xRuby-·oee'ci;ff~e~s-·-·.··

Paul Bugar

The Black Voice Ne,.-s

powerful performance •
in "My One Good
By Cheryl Brown

RIVERSIDE

B-3

The Tyisha Miller Steering Committee is
praising a victory, meanwhile the Riverside
Police Officer's Association said the firing
of
four officers who shot the woman who
go to the Bill Pickett lnvitationa(
needed medical attention may impact crime
-J~.odeo. Enter the coloring contest forl
rates. The firing was first reported last week
your chance to win. I by Black Voice News.
A-6 :
On Monday morning, in a downtown rally,
ministers and community leaders praised
Chief Jerry Carroll and announced the next
"Rally for Justice" with nationally known
dignitaries Congresswoman Maxine Waters,
Rev. Al Sharpton, Danny Bakewell, Celese
King and others.
Although praises went to Carroll some
said it was too little too late, Bernell Butler,
Miller family spokesman said they will not
t
rest until the four are indicted. The 200 (we
The Black Voice News
counted) in attendance agreed with shouts of
RIVERSIDE
approval.
Gram's Mission
Rev. Jesse Wilson, Chair of the Tyisha
Inn Barbecue Palace Miller Steering Com mittee sai d, "I feel
has reached a n encouraged a decision has been made ."
, agreement with the Rev. Ron Gibson, Pastor of Life Church of
City of Riverside to God in Christ and the chief's most ardent
move from hi s critic commended Carroll but said there is
curre nt location to no room for racists on the force, so he asked
another downtown for the firin g of the two officers who
referred to the distraught mourning family at
j .:,•,:::;~/~--::.
Riverside bui)ding.
the scene a "Kwanzaa gatherin g" and a
At
T uesday's
\ -, : Robert Bratton
"Watts death wail." "They must go," said
m eeting, the City' s
Rev. Gibson.
R edevelopment A ge ncy approved the
Paul Villanu eva, Po li ce Departme nt
p ay ment of a package of financia l spokesman confirmed for Black Voice all
incentive s. The •city will provide a four officers Danie l Hotard , Paul Bugar,
' combination of cash grants, low-interest Wayne Stewart and Michael Alagna, had
loans, equipwent financing and relocation received their termination notices. Those
ass istance to Robert Bratton , owner of notices have affected the Riverside Police
Gram's Mission Barbeque Palace. The total Officers Association. President Jeffrey
value of the financial aid package is nearly• Joseph said in a written sta teme nt, "the
termination will send shoc kwaves
$ 100,000.
A n additional payme'n t ,o f $50,000 is throughout the law enforcement community.
being made by the C ity to the owner of
Birdie's Cafe, located at 3527 Main Street.
Birdie's Cafe will be c lo sed for
a pproximately o ne month, to allow for
Bratton to e nlarge the kitc he n area and The Black 1'oice News
CLAREMONT, CA
install his equipment, so that it will be able
The C ity of C laremont Police
to handle the yolume of activity generated
Department
has come under ·fire for fatally
by his restaurant and catering business.
Gram's Mission Barbeque Palace, located shooting and killing Irvin Landrum, Jr. also
at 3646 Mission Inn Avenue, has been in of C laremont. Landrum was fatally shot
,th~ same location 'across from the Mission after a ro~tine traffic stop' on Baseline. In
Ii i, for over 12 years. It is one of the oldest response to the two officers involved being
restaurants in downtown Riverside. Gram's exonerated , the Landrum family wrote: "In
is being forced to move because the current the weeks after [Landrum's] murder by two
C laremont police officers, m a'n y news
fa ndlord, the Freeman Company, signed an
articles were published containing several
agreement with Mario's Italian Restaurant
comments made by Claremont Police Chief
to take over Gram's location and expand it
M oody. Chief M oody blames [Landrum]
into a larger restaurant and niteclub.
for his murder, not the two C lare mont

{' Kici~: ao~;~ ~l~t;~ut opi,~J~nfr;'\~:

---

Wayne Stewart

Michael Alagna

A
n
y
term in a tions
may impact the
recent
trend
toward higher
arrests and lower
crime rates, as a
result
of
officer 's fear
that their contact
with s u spects
may
be
s ubj ec tively
viewed as improper."
Villanueva confirmed the fallout rumor
and said the me he works with are
professional and wi I not let this affect their
work.
"The proposed termination s of th ese
officers are unjust and politically motivated.
Officers can't be expected to do their jobs
effectively without the support of-the ir
admi nistrators and the public," said Joseph,
Villanueva said two of the four only have
the recourse of the courts because' of their
probationary status. The other two will go
through the police process. That is they
have 10 days to appeal to Chief Carroll and
another 10 to appeal to City Manager John
Holmes. Their attorney Bill Hadden did not

Photo by Willie Hoyrst

Protesters in front of the Riverside County Court House.

return the call to Black Voice by presstime.
Rev. Paul Munford, New Joy MBC said,
"this is a vi ctory. The d a ys of police
brutality getting away with it sweeping it
under the rug are. over, You can no longer
kill innocent people."
The conscious of the White community
was there a nd spoke Cynthia Cai ne,
Univcrs ali st Unitari an Church and Rev.
Doug Clark the First Congregational Church
spoke out and called for the healing process
to begi n. He said in the story of Joseph in
the Bible: Satan meant it for bad, but God
meant it for good ., "We must have an
ongoing commitment of non-violence," he
said.
Another White man Larry Halstead said
referring to a survey that 56% of Riverside
Whites feel comfo rtable with the way" the
Mi lle r incident was handled. "Fifty-six
percent of racist, church going ciu:istians are
comfortable," he said .
Butler was insulted the charge against the
officers was for breaking police policies not

Riverside Police Memorial Questioned
The Black \kiice Neu
RIVERSIDE

By Cheryl Brown
Last week Rev. Ron Gibson, Life Church
of God in Chtjst threatened to tear off the
tarp coveri ng the Polic e Offi cers
Associations' memorial to fallen officers.
"Safe in His Arms."
Black Voice reported the incident in last
week's paper after Paul Vi llanueva, Police
Department spokesman said the police
association purchased the l and and .t he
statue and it was private property.
We began investigating the question and

after talking with Rev. Jerry Louder who
asked: "how can a private person or group
purchase public land?" They didn 't. The
C ity in 1983 gave them an encroachme nt
permit. T he te rms were to construct and
maintain a police memorial "encroaching
into said public right of way." The title for'
the monument of 33 feet and the property
was given by the City of Riverside. If the
planned public improvement cease th e
land , it goes back to the Ci ty. However,
the statue is the responsibility of the RPA
and the City will not be liable for any and
all claims or inquiries.

Landrum Family Wants Claremont PD Investigated

Continued on PageA-3

.,,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

, ' kweis i Mfume, Preside nt a nd
CJ:O of the National Associa tion
the Advance me nt of Co lored
l>~ p l e (NAACP) called the
eside ntial order for federal law
e~forcement officials to collect data
µie people they stop or arrest "a

tq;

p

, of
'

Councilman Clifford
Responds to BVN Article
This is a response from BVN article (June
3, 1999).
,
Yo ur article publi shed today, and our
lengthy discussion yesterday, was my first
experience with you as· a reporter. I'm sad•to
report that I will think twice before granting
you fu~ure inte rview s g iven your gross
misrepresentation of the events of the City
Council meeting this past Tuesday. You told
me that you were not present, and your
article's inaccuracies bare th a t o ut.
Additionally, it was particularly sad to see
the inaccurate use of my quotes resulting
from the interview yesterday.
Let me elaborate:
l. S tarting with the headline "Sparks
Flew... ". No sparks flew. I did not address
my comme nt s to Councilman Moore 's
comments and when he spoke a second time
to address my comments, I did not respond.
Obviously, had you ei ther been at the
meeting, or, taken an hour of time to take
advantage of listening to the tape of the
meeting, you would have quickly realized
your error in characterizing this as sparks
flying. Mr. Moore is a passionate speaker. I
respect him for that. But confusin g a
passionate speech for sparks flying is an
error made by someo ne w orking with
secondary information. I made it clear to
you yesterday that I would be attempting to
contact Mr. Moore to discuss his incorrect
restatement of my remarks, and to elaborate
on the true inte nt of my comments. Mr.
Moore and I have since talked, and while he
doesn't agree with my position on these
issues, he has apologized for the incorrect
Continued on Page A-3

NAACP President Kweisi Mfume Reacts to Presid~nt Clinton Order Targeting Racial Profiling

.

fhe Black Voice News

. ..

police officers who accos ted him at a all egedly depicts the shooting incident,
desolate spot on Baseline Road during the after he left the scene and that fifteen shots
middle of the night.
can be h e ard o n the tap e wh e n only
'The same two police officers that are fourteen shots w~re fired all by police.
back at work even after one police officer
"And that all the evidence recovered: I )
(Jacks) refused to tell investigators why he .45 caliber re volver hand gun; 2) l 5 .45
shot Landrum.
caliber live round bullets (nine .45 caliber
"And knowing that police officer Hana, bullets allegedly came from Landrum 's
who fired those fatal shots, alleges he saw pants pocket); 3) gun holster; and 4) knife
La ndrum point a g un at him and that he · exonerates Landrum. We would think from
saw muzzle flash a nd heard a g un shot a ll that e vide n ce at least a partia l
causing him to take cover and fatally shoot fingerprint lifted would identify Landrum
La ndrum, was seeing thin gs that didn ' t as the possessor of these weapons. But, not
happen.
·
.
a s ingle fingerprint ide ntifies him as the
"Also, knowing that police officer Jacks person who allegedly shot at police," says
·s ubmits a tape recording as evidence, that the family in their quest for justice.

for murder. "The U.S. Justice Department is
looking at it as a criminal act," he said. He
also said as he commended Carroll, "he
(Carroll ) inherited a department that was
racist. It is deep when you have a supervisor
make racist rema rks without fear of
reprisal," he said.
Minister A.V. Johnson also announced her
coordination through the Miller Steering
Committee of a men, women and children
sleep out in protest of police brutality from
6:00 p.m. on July 8th until 9:00 a.m. on July
9th in the Quad area of the Riverside Hall
of Justice. "Join us as we gather by
candlelight with young children and babies
in protest of stolen lives taken by police
brutality. , Bring·bed rolls, baby bottles, pup
-tents, food and drink as we cry out to God
fo r just ice to be done," she wrote. For
information on the sleep out, contact (909)
683-2840.

g ood first st e p
t oward
e limin a tin g
racial profiling
by the police."
Mfume made
the
st a te m e nt
:~
after
attending
Kweisl Mfume
the U.S . Justice
Departme nt "Conference on

E-Mail to: blac kvoice @eee.org

Strengthe ning Police-Community
Relationships." He said, "President
C linton's a nnouncem e nt of a n
e xec uti ve orde r re quiring the
collection of information pertaining
to the race and gender of people
questioned or arrested is a good
step in the right direction to abate
the g rowing n ational problem of
racial profiling."

U.S . Attorrtey General Janet
Reno heade d the roundtable
attended by civil rights leaders and
law e nforceme nt representatives
from across the country.
Additionally, Mfume res ta te d
three NAACP initiatives designed
to combat the broader i ssu e of
police brutality that includes the
use of excessive force, stop a nd

frisk procedures, profiling and strip
searc~es of suspects.
In - o utl ining the direc tiv es,
Mfume said, " E veryone needs to
t a ke a pro -ac tive sta n ce in
c urtailing police brutality."
The NAACP initiatives call for:
l. The President and Attorney
Ge-neral to -quic kly d e v e lop a
process, if necessary throu g h

B I LL p I C K ETT INV I T A T I O N R OD E O JULY 1 7 TH & 1 8 TH

l

executive order, whereby federal
law e nforcem e nt dollars can be
withheld from those poli ce
de partments that have an unusually
high number of brutality complaints
or a significant number of
unresolved or pending compl_aints
of brutality or excessive force.
2. -Congressional leaders of both
Continued on Page A-3
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• Issues & Opinions
• International
• National

Songs of the 5Pirit
16th Street Seventh Day Adventist Church in San Bernardino, Saturday,
June 19th at 6:00 p.m. For further information please call (909) 8880084.
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. Taking It To Another Level

Thursday, June 17, 1999

What Good Has Come Out of Miller Death?
By Hardy Brown

One of the most quoted
scriptures in the Bible by
Christians is Romans 8:28, where
In Martin Luther King, Jr's Letter from the Birmingham Jail on ,. Paul writes these words: "And
April 16, 1963, he said: "There was a time when the church was very ' we know that all things work
powerful. It was during that period when the early Christians rejoiced
together for good to them that
when they were deemed worthy to suffer for what they believed." The
love God, to them who are called
churches of Riverside have found injustice and deemed it worthy to
according
to his purpose." I've
suffer for justice.
heard
this
many times since
The letter continues: "In those days the church was not merely a
Tyisha
Miller
was killed by four
thermometer that recorded the ideas and principles of popular
opinion; it was a thermostat that transformed the mores of society."
White Riverside Police officers.
The leadership of the Riverside Black and White Clergy has become a
The other day Rev. Dwight
visible thermostat on collecting and exposing the Criminal Justice
Pledger of Moreno Valley asked
System of Riverside's UN-justice way of handling Black American
me what was going on with the
citizens.
Miller shooting. Later the same
King continued: "Wherever the early Christians entered a town the
day, the same question was asked
power structure got disturbed and immediately sought to convict them
but in a different way from Jack
for being disturbers of the peace and outside agitators. But they went
Clarke. It gave me an opportunity
on with the conviction that they were a 'colony of heaven' and had to
to express my observation of the
obey God rather than man. They were small in number, but big in
past five months.
commitment. They were too God intoxicated to be 'astronomically
intimidated.' They brought an end to such ancient evils as infanticide
I 've
seen
different
and gladiatorial contest."
denominations of Black churches
The Black Clergy of Riverside are small in number but BIG on their
worship together that otherwise
commitment to see justice in the Tyisha Miller murder by four officers
wou Id not do so. I've seen
of the Riverside police department. When they come, the government
ministers support one another.
locks its doors. The police department covers its bronze man-made
(The
pulpit is the most segregate
statues. The sheriff's department sharp shooters, with high-powered
place in America.) I've seen
rifles, are on the rooftops and behind locked doors. All law
ministers of different cqlors
enforcement officers are put on tactical alert and cover themselves in
embrace each other and exchange
riot gear. They bring out helicopters and trained dogs. They place
'undercover officers in the crowds. They take pictures of the
pulpits. I've seen male clergy call
demonstrators for prosecuting reasons. There is no doubt the power
on female clergy pray and take a
structure is disturbed by this group of small pea~eful demonstrators,
leadership role something that
led by these God fearing, intoxicated, Jesus loving group of ministers.
would not have happened other
King adds: "Things are different now. The contemporary Church is
wise. I've seen adults take the
often a weak, ineffectual voice with uncertain sound. It is often the
time
to listen to frustrated youth
arch-supporter of the status quo. Far from being disturbed by the
express
their hosti 1i ty toward
presence of the church, the power structure of the average community
police and to those same adults.
is consoled by the Church's silent and often vocal sanction of things as
they are." There was a time when some of these same clergy members · The adults would not have paused
were happy to visit the police department and even visited the overin the pass to explain the political
crowed jail and gave support to build new facilities. The Tyisha Miller
process and the peaceful process
murder has changed all of that, they are still against lawlessness but
to protest. None of the youth were
their focus is on the so-called protectors of the law. They have
alive when marches and
witnessed and read the police's lopsided, self-serving, investigation
demonstrations brought the walls
reported to the District Attorney's office. They have heard the nonof segregation down.
investigated report from the District Attorney's office. The District
I've seen perceptions of various
Attorney never exercised its authority to interview the four police
officers who did the shooting. The clergy have set aside their
denominational differences and embraced each other as brothers and
sisters of the human race. Some of the leaders acknowledge their
Creator and Savior as, Jesus Christ, Allah, Jehovah, and Yahweh while
others acknowledge no savior other than themselves. But they all
Too Proud for Words
remained focused on the same issue, JUSTICE.
King also said: "the judgment of God is upon the Church as never
before. If the church of today does not recapture the sacrificial spirit of
Dear Editor:
the early Church it will lose its authentic ring, forfeit the loyalty of
millions, and be dismissed as an irrelevant social club with no meaning
for the twentieth century." These leaders are now living the spirit of
I am not too proud to say it
sacrifice. Some have gone to jail. All have placed themselves in harms
was a day of fun, pride and a
way by demonstrating. Remember it was four well-trained nervous,
new hope of enlightenment.
trigger happy, racial biased, racial profiling, racial stereotyping, and
It was also a day I personally
motivated inexperienced officers that shot Miller. There are still some
officers on the staff w~o fit this description and they had guns pointed
and privately shed tears
at the demonstrators. I wonder if they loaded their guns with black
_several times; tears of joy and
bullets. I wonder if they gave each other hi-fives when they locked the
fulfillment of spiritual glee.
doors. I'm sure Republican Assemblyman Rod Pacheco, had wished he
You see, just one week
had time to lock his door as did Grover Trask the District Attorney. I
want to remind all of the elected and public officials, citizens have a
before in the same city,
constitutional right to enter tax supported buildings that are not of
around the same number of
national security. You cannot continue to lock them out. You can run
people,
the same cultural mix
but you cannot hide. This spiritual led group will not give up until
of people , I shed tears of
JUSTICE is served not only in the Tyisha Miller murder, but other
issues as well. And for your information they have found other racial
sadness and tears of disgust.
discriminatory issues in the city to tackle when this is over. The
It was as though all my hard
churches of Riverside do not want to lose the "authentic ring" Martin
work in the 60's was for
Luther King, Jr. spoke about or their Ghetto Pass needed to stay in the
hood, so they are taking it to another level.
nothing, after heari ng the
Last week this editorial was mislabled Letters to the Editor. We are ,orry for our mistake.
Comp¢son of Riverside Clergy 10 Christians addressed in Manin Luther King, Jr's, "Letters From
Birmingham Jail"

Councilman Ameal Moore

Photo by Wlllle Hoyrst

Rev. Jesse Wilson

people changed as the dynamic
changed along the way. Ameal
Moore was criticized badly at first
by almost everyone in the
community. Some even wanted to
initiate recall papers. Today
Moore is getting high marks from
some of those same critics. The
same is true for Jack Clarke who
people did not know so they

the pressure on the issue. He also
has demonstrated the patience of
Job in presiding over this group
of concerned citizens.
It has pushed a minister like
Rev. Ron G ibson to call on his
experience before he came into
the ministry. I name him Peter
because he challenges the system
in a way no one else could. The
thought they could not trust. But, cove·r over the statue was an
after the report, Jack chaired, was insult to the people. He said, "I'll
made to the Mayor and Council take it off." Much like Apostle
his stock has shot upward in the Peter he is a quick thinker. He
community. The name of the responds to issues and situations
Butler family of Rubidoux (Bell the way Peter did with Christ.
Town) in Riverside has changed When the soldiers came to get
from a negative to a positive. As a Jesus, Peter cut the ear off of the
matter of fact someone said that so ldi ers. Ron keeps telling
when you listen to Rev. Burnell everyone he is a peaceful man
Butler and Dwayne Butler, I call and his actions so far have
them James and John (the Sons of demonstrated that.
Thunder) speak at a rally you feel
I've seen Blacks, Browns ,
t~em persuade the crowd. When Whites , Asians and Native
you speak with them one on one Americans risk their lives by
they are very impressive and marching together for Justice in
keenly aware of the police and the Tyisha Miller shooting.
ra ial issues. I've seen Dr. Jesse Normally this integration only
Wilson rise to the top as a very take place in Black History month
well spoken, leveled head thinker, parades.
easy to talk to minister who keeps
I also heard from many Whites

Photo by WIiiie Hoyrst

Rev. Ron Gibson

who find it difficult to understand
why the police shot Tyisha so
many times. I've listen to police
from other cities say, they don 't
want to second guess the officers,
but they don't understand, why.
I've seen people of other races
come to the Kansas 7th Day
Adventist Church and say this is
the first time since my brother,
sister or husband that someone
has listen to me. The., would
close by saying thank you so
much for listen. Anything you can
do for my situation would be
appreciative.
These are just a few of the
things I have seen as a result of
the Tyisha ·Miller shooting. Of
course nothing will bring Tyisha
back are no amount of money will
repay the hurt from this needless
killing. No amount of good will
replace the absence of Tyisha
Miller when they gather to play
softball after church this summer.
But for those who believe, we
know everything works together
for good and our Creator has
)1ever made a mistake.

BVN Readers: What's On Your Mind?
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justification for a young
black woman being shot in
her parked car. Shot violently
to death by several officers of
the Law. (I need not go into
details.)
Now at this luncheon, I was
so honored to see these four
women give us all hope
again, that we still have
women who have made a
difference and promise not to
stop. We can justify keeping
hope alive. I saw laughter,
dancing, sharing, hugging,
giving, communication and
respect between Blacks and
Whites,
Asians
and
Hispanics, adults and youth. I
cried ten times in my car just
thinking about the love ly
things I saw at the Black
Voice News Foundation
luncheon that day.
We all left there better
. people and with enough hope

to continue our community
work, at least until next year's
presentation.
Thank you honorees , and
Thank you' B.V.N.F. and
Thank you Miss Mary
Figueroa,
Mrs.
Sue
Strick.land, Rev. Mrs. Cynthia
Cain and Mrs. Nancy Wilson

Family Talks

Joseph A. Balley, II M.O.

"Don't do as I do, do as I say" is
the "Double Standard" message
white men have always given to
white women. It meant that
.,
premarital sex is to be expected ,of
youn g white men as a natural
expression of manhood but that
· " nice" white girls must maintain
their virginity until marriage.
During s lavery, white men
expanded this concept into a
"Quadruple Standard." The
additions were that slave females
must readily submit to a white
male's desire to "sow his wild
oats." But most important of all
was that, under penalty of death,
black males absolutely must not
have sex with white females or
even give th e appearance that
they wanted to. These attitudes
were not respecters of wealth or
status. White churche& made
feeble attempts at control by
excommunicating members for
white-on-white fornication and
adultery. Howe ver, sins of the
flesh were easily forg iven. No
problems resulted from white

Burton.
Rev. Wiley Burton

Prerequisite to Work
Having now been to three
marches and rally's for
Tyisha Miller, I too have
witnessed the Riverside city

employees mocking us from
the city hall balconies. This
indicates to me there is yet
another prerequisite to work
in the City of Riverside
government:
a
valid
membership in the Ku Klux
Klan!
Chris Ellis

MASTER/SLAVE SEXUAL LIAISONS
male/Negro or Indian female
sexual relations.
Let us look at such a liaison that
occurred in my family. Charlotte,
of African/Indian ancestry was
my great, great grandmother. She
had so strongly and consistently
resisted the sexual advances of
her elite white slaveowner, Arthur
Simkins ( 1818 -63), as to be
honored as a folk hero. To have
his way, Arthur kept applying
differe.n t pressures. Eventually,
he forced Charlotte· to sit naked
on a pile of manure until she
finally submitted to ,her lecherous
slaveowner. After he was through
with her and she had borne their
child, Paris Simkins , he passed
her on to his cousin, by whom she
had another child, Andrew
Simkins. Neverthe less , the
reputation of such slavewomen
caught in liaisons with whites did
not necessarily suffer in either the
black or white community.
Charlotte's reputation for piety
and regular church attendance
was emphasized in the black oral
history tradition and was
ac knowl edged by Edgefield
whites as well. She received
praise for "Decorous Christianity"
in a white history of the Edgefield
Village Baptist Church. She )aJer
married another slave, George
Simkins, a founder and leader of
the black Baptist Church of
Macedonia.
Paris Simkins ( 1849- 1930), an
extremely interesting man in his
own right, fathered 16 children

with his Creek Indi an/African
wife Mary Ann Noble (185019 I 6). Paris was trained as a
barber, taught himself to read,
became a lawyer, postmaster,
landowner, licensed preacher,
South Carol ina State legislator,
second in command of the State
militia, and was very active in
Civil Rights . One of Paris '
daughters, Ophelia Rebecca,,
married John Watson Bailey, (a
white/Indian/B lack mixture),
from neighboring Ridge Springs,
South Carolina. John's father,
Robert, had the "mixed blood" of
V.'hite, Negro, and Cherokee
Indian. John 's wife Cecilia
Watson, was a slave. Ophelia and
John had five children -- Alma,
Joseph (my Dad), Bruce,
Raymond, and Frank.
It is evident that my relatives
(and probably yours) had "mixedblood" of African , Indian (who
originally were from Asia), and
White. For me to hate any race
would be to hate part of myself
and that is not an option! It
makes sense to me to use the
good part of my ancestry' as
"seeds and roots," the bad parts as
a reminder of what not to be like,
and to go forward in the pursuit of
creating and enhancing harmony.
NOTE: Dr. Bailey holds a
F.A. C.S. and runs a private prac-

tice in San Bernardino. Please
address comments to: e-mail
JAB722@aol.com

IFESTYLES

• Health
• Fitness

The Mission Ministry of Second Baptist Church, Riverside is on a "mission" to help save
lives. They are sponsoring a Blood & Bone Marrow Drive, Sunday, June 27th from 10am 3pm. The Blood Bank of San Bernardino and Riverside Counties will have their blood
mobile stationed at Second Baptist Church. 29 I I Ninth Street in Riverside taking all
donations. Appointments available between I 0: ISam & 3pm. For more info, call (909) 6847532.
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Councilman Clifford Responds to BVN Article
Continued from Front Page
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restatement of my words. I have
obtained a copy of the tape, and I
quote Mr. Moore's response to my
comments as follows: " ... The
statement was that driving "while
criminal." The implication is that
the reason why a black person is
stopped is because they are
criminal."
·
When you listen to my comments
on the tape , it is clear that those
were not my words at all and that
my comments relative to the term
"racial profiling" have nothing
whatsoever to do with driving, but
instead, take issue with the use of
that term versus the term I'm
familiar with, and that is "criminal
profiling." I respect Mr. Moore
immensely and I think we would
both agree that we are each
respectful of one another's opinions.
2. My comments had nothing
whatsoever to do with Mr.
Munford's council presentation, as
you so state. In fact, and as I made
crystal clear to you yesterday, had to
do with comments made over a
series of meetings relative to the
accusation that the Riverside Police
officers engage targeting "Driving
While Black (DWB)" and "Racial
Profiling in Riverside."
3. A gross error that is clearly an
error reflective of you not being in
attendance at the meeting, or doing
your homework ... In voting no on
the motion, I stated Tuesday for the
record to reflect that my "no" vote
was related only to item number
five, the committee to study a
Citizen Review Commission, and
that I supported the other staff
responses to the Mayor's Use of
Force Committee. Since the motion
was all lumped into one, instead of
voting on one recommendation at a
time, this was the approach I felt
compelled to take.
4. I am 100% in favor of the
recommendation to have UCR study
the issue of "racial profiling" . I
never even hinted at something to
the contrary and clearly supported
thi s in my remarks relati.ve to

clarification of the no vote.
Editors Note: My article on the
5.
Again , I did not object
specifically to Mr. Munford's Sparks Fly at City Council Meeting
comment about "racial profiling" were a compilation of interviews
and I did not ever state, as you said I with those who attended, Mr.
did, "there is no racial profiling." Ameal Moore and Mr. Alex
The tape clearly verifies that I was
referring to the fact that in the
minutes of the LEPAC committee, " ,
I can recall not one time in which •;.
there has been a citizen there to
ETHNIC CLEANSING
complain about "racial profiling"
(Actual quote extracted from the
tape)."
Everyone is well aware of the
6. You state that, "Mr. Moore
slogan "ethnic cleansing" which
angrily said, 'are you calling all has been coined as a euphemism
Black people stopped by the police
for an "undetermined level of
criminals?'" In fact, you have the
his direct quote in number one genocide." But , to use this
slogan diminishes the crime,
above.
7. I never once told you that I promotes
bigotry
and
"was misunderstood by Moore. encourages even more genocide.
And, never did I say to you that
By definition , "cleansing"
"everyone in the audience I spoke to
necessarily refers to an object
agreed with me." In fact, I told you
that
is "dirty" or "filthy." The
yesterday in the interview that Mr.
Moore restated my remarks meaning of "ethnic cleansing"
incorrectly and erred in his therefore is: a "filthy (religious,
interpretation of my intent. Further,
racial, political, or cultural)
that I spoke with a couple of people group being made free from
in the audience to verify that I did dirt, defilement, or guilt ." By
not inadvertently say it the way Mr.
contrast, Websters defines
Moore restated it. They indicated
"Genocide" as: "Systematic,
that they heard it the way I thought I
said it. Further, the tape of the planned annihilation of a racial,
meeting serves as further political, or cultural group"
confirmation of my recollection of
"Ethnic Cleansing" is not a
my words.
legal term or even technically
8.
Although you tactfully
accurate. Moreover this slogan
attempted several times to get me to
say what you printed, that is, "They is offensive and debases the
don'\ have the right to complain if victims. It effectively means the
they don't try the process." Each victims are a group of "guilty"
and every time you attempted to people and therefore deserve
associate me with that statement retribution. It can not a process
during the interview, I had to correct
of "cleansing" unless you mean
you and make clear that I was not
saying that at all, but instead, people that the ethnic group is "dirty",
should take advantage of the "guilty" or a "defilement" of a
processes in place when they have a society.
complaint that they feel is going
"Ethnic Cleansing" is a
unheard. I was really sadden by bigoted slogan that has been
your use of your words. Against coined to · distinguis
one
my will and without my
extreme level of genocide from
concurrence, you made your words
another less extreme form of
mine. very sad.Councilman Clifford

Clifford. I did not mean to imply
that I attended the meeting. Our
article was direct quotes of all of
the above including Mr. Clifford.
So many people heard "criminal"
whether it was driving while or

criminal profiling that's what the
issue became. Black people the
statement is viewed as racist
because Black people don 't have to
be committing a crime to get
stopped. Mr. Clifford is co"ect in

saying they don't have the right to
complain if they 4on 't try the
process. He said that same
sentence about 3 or 4 different
ways. I chose his first direct quote.

BVN Readers: What's On Your ·Mind?
genocide. However, if you are a
member of an ethnic group that
is being raped, murdered and
deported, you do not consider
that to be a cleansing process.
Every time you use the slogan
"Ethnic Cleansing" you are
unwittingly
accepting ,
reinforcing and promoting the
belief that ethnic groups are
"dirty." It is this precisely this
deeply rooted belief that is at
the heart of hate groups in
America and around the world
today.
Nazis were able to carry out
widespread genocide because of
their ability to propagandize
simp1e racist sl o gan s . These
slogans went to the heart of
bigoted beliefs and hatred and
empowered the Nazis to
conduct "Ethnic Cleansing." It
is not clear who originally
coined the slo g an "Ethnic
cleansing" , but to continue use
of it is no less reprehens ible
than a Nazi saying "I was only
following orders."
We often loo se si g ht of the
meaning of s logans that we
adopt and use , but there is no
excuse for using such a
demeaning
slogan.
The
euphemistic slo g an "Ethnic
Cleansin g "
is technically
inaccurate and horribly . ..
tragically bigoted. By accepting

and adopting it, society
unwittingly gives racists, hate
mongers and murders the very
social license and empowerment
they need to perpetrate violent
hate crimes, genocide and other
crimes against humanity.

David Matthews
WHERE WAS THE

DA?

The picture presented by The
Press-Enterprise
(6/3/99)
regarding district attorney
Grover
C.
Trask
II's
"investigation" of Dale Holmes'
largesse with public funds goes
to much larger issues. Much,
much larger.
This past year, David Lynn
Scott III was sent to San
Quentin's Death Row for the
murder of one victim , Brenda
Gail Kenny. In 1996, while Mr.
Scott was awaiting trial, Trask
agreed to the terms of a plea
bargain negotiated for triplemurderer Michael
Allen
Schecter by his late counsel.
fonner assistant district attorney
Gary Scherotter.
Ms. Kenny is the daughter of
Dr. Don Kenny, the immediate
predecessor of Dale Holmes as
county schools chief. Schecter,
who was an educator in the
Coachella Valley, hacked and

stabbed to death three people,
including 6-year-old Jon
Amicarella.
Is ii strictly coincidental that
serious criminal cases involving
members of the education
community receive special and
favorable consideration in this
DA's office? Or, is it that in the
above cases, Mr. Scott is Black,
Ms. Kenny White; Mr. Schecter
White and one victim Hispanic,
while a second of his three
victims was of mixed ethnicity?
And given the level of
"professionalism" expended in
pursuit of justice in the Holmes
matter, can Trask assure the
public that his review of the
Tyisha Miller tragedy was done
on a level that exceeds mere
perusal of newspaper accounts
of those events?
The Press-Enterprise is on
target in saying that answers are
owed to the public regarding the
conduct and operation of the
Riverside County District
Attorney's Office. I suggest that
to the dance, the U.S .
Department of Justice be invited
also, as answers must be
forthcoming as to why this
office looks more and more like
I 920's Mississippi, rather than
peering into the dawn of the
21st century.

Ron Ackert

-

G~am's Barbecue Reaches Agreement with City
location, which is next to the
Riverside
Convention Center, has a
According to Bratton's attorney,
larger
indoor
and outdoor seati ng
Richard Nevins, the City of
area,
as
well
as
free parking in the
Riverside's negative publicity .
rear
of
the
building.
resulting from the police killing of
Attorney Nevins also said, "It is
Tyisha Miller encouraged the
Redevelopment Agency to take important for our people to know
action to support the oldest Black and understand the power that we
possess. P~blic protest by ·
business in downtown Riverside.
Gram's will receive a five-year concerned Black voters got the
lease in the new location. The new police officers who killed Tyisha
Miller fired from their jobs. Public
Continued from Front Page
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protest by concerned Black
Americans forced Congress to
award
Rosa
Parks
the
Congressional Medal of Honor this
week. And public protest protected
Gram's Barbeque Palace from
being evicted years ago and
encouraged city officials to vote
unanimously to protect his business
today."

Breast Health Resource and
Education Conference for
Women of Color
I

(Hispanic, African American, Asian/Pacific Islander
women)

NAACP Mfume Reacts to President Clinton Order Targeting Racial Profiling
Continued from Front Page
1

parties to immediately follow
•.Q through and fund the provision of
the Crime Control Act of 1994 that
b provides funding to allow for the
I' accurate
co ll ection
of
1
' comprehensive national data on the

·'

use of excessive force by police.
This would also include data on the
number of people killed or injured
by police shootings or other types
of
3 . States to work together preferably through the conference

of Governors - to develop a
uni form set of procedures .and a
process for the establishment ·o f
countywide or citywide Police
Civilian Review Boards that have
both subpoena and investigatory
powers.
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Our Bodies

~

Dear Dr. Levister: I am 65. I
•'! have swelling and misery in my
.. joints. What can I do?
OA
...

Dear OA: Arthritis is one of

' the most common chronic
., health problems in the nation.
· The most common cause is
osteoarthritis. The ends of the
bones of all of our joints are
, covered with a layer of cartilage
. that acts as a c4shion . In
~ osteoarthritis, thi s carti lage
• deteriorates, cau s ing bone to
rub against bone, resulting in
pain: swelling and impaired

/

The Pain of Arthritis
movement. This can progress
over the years from mild discomfort to crippling arthritis.
Traditional we take Tylenol or
one of the non-steroidal anti inflammatory drugs such as
aspirin, Motrin etc. 60% of the
people taking NSAIDs chronically have problematic side
effects such as nausea, acid
reflux symptoms, loss of
appetite, diarrhea and . abdominal pain. Ulcers and major gastrointestinal bleeding can occur
in individuals who take the drug
for over a year. Patients over
65 may be more predisposed to
these problems.
A new generation of drugs
was designed to have the beneficial of the anti-inflammatory
and .pain-relieving effects of the
NSAIDSs without their side
effects. The first approved drug
in this generation is Celebrex .
The drug shows promise but the
answers are not all in.
Alternative approaches are
two dietary supplements, g lucosamine and chondroitin,

which are made by the body.
. They play a role in repairing
and maintaining cartilage.
Short-term studies from outside
the United States support their
use but there are no long -term
studies to determine if their
benefit is sustained over time
and if there are any side effects.
There appears to be a modest
ameliorative effect with these
supplements but they are not
cheap. Talk with your personal
physician about treatment and
keep an eye out next week for
replacing worn-out joints.

Dr. Levister owns a private
practice in San Bernardino and
welcomes reader mail concerning their bodies but regrets that
he is unable to answer individµal letters. Your letter will be
incorporated into the column as
space permits. You may direct
your letters to Dr. Levister in
care of Voice News, P.O. Box
1581, Riverside,CA 92502 or
visit
his
website
at
http://www.eee.org/bus/levi~ter.

Saturday June 26
10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p~m.
San Bernardino Community Hospital
1805 M~dical Center Drive
San Bernardino
Register by calling the Desert Sierra
· ,\
Breast Cancer Partnership at

(909) 697-6582
by June 18th

Conference will increase awareness of the breast health resources
for women in Riverside and San Bernardino Coutnies. It will teach
women about how to lower breast cancer risk. It will teach women
about breast cancer early detection and treatment options. It will
teach community leaders how to help women in their community
get help with breast health.

• Financial
• Real Estate
• Lifestyles
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Brothers' Forum
The University of La Verne will be hosting a Brothers' Forum Community Service Award Dinner honoring
Emmett L. Terrell, Alumnus and Board of Trustees member on Friday, June 25, 1999 at the Shilo Inn Hilltop
Suites, 3101 Temple Ave., Pomona. For more info, call (909) 593-3511, ext. 4686.
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All-Day Festival Celebrates Juneteenth in San Bernardino·
rr

TheB/ackV01ceNews

SAN BERNARDINO

Mark your calendars for
Saturday, June 19, 1999 when
Juneteenth Jam ' 99 "An
American Celebration of
Freedom" will return to Perris
Hill Park and the Roosevelt
Bowl Amphitheater in San
Bernardino, bringing the free
all-day "One Family Picnic"
and the Afternoon Into
Evening "Music Festival
Concert."
This year the free al-day
"One Family Picnic" will go

Statement by Rep. Maxine
Waters
I stand here with my fellow
colleagues in Congress who
have pledged to put the needs of
our youths in front of politics.
That is why I will support the
sensible gun-control legislation
· offered by my colleagues Rep.
Julia Carson from Indiana, Rep.
Patrick Kennedy from Rhode
Island, and 'Rep. DeGette from
Colorado.
The most recent shootings in
Littleton, Colorado and Conyers,
GA. , and the_continued, but
overlooked violence that plague
our negl ec ted neighborhoods,
tell us that as public policy
m ·a'.<ers, we must do more to
ensure that deadly weapons do
not get into the hands of our
most preciou s re source -- our
children.
I am disappointed to re port
that th e Hou se Judiciary
Committee mi ssed a unique
opportunity to address this most
pressing issue. Chairman Henry
Hyde canceled the continuation
of a mark up that would have
addressed H.R. I 50 I -- a
juvenile justice bill. This bill
would have bee n a vehicle to
find ways of c urbing th e
access ibility of g un s to our

Roosevelt Bowl Amphitheater
are both located at 1200 E .
Highland
Avenue,
San

Bernardino.
For more
information, call (909) 384-

8134.

•
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Clifford Young Jr.

from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. and will

Rep. Waters States Need for Gun-Safety Legislation
The Black Voice News

. .'

youth. At the discussion of this
bill, I plan to offer 'amendments
that would make parental
responsibility a central focus of
the gun access issue.
The Judiciary Committee
avo ided its responsibility of
addressing the need to limit the
incidents of violence that
continues to plague our nation's
children. I don 't think it is wise
for this Congress to delay the
discussion on this most pressing
issue. I ask Chairman Hyde to
make this bill a priority
legislation.
Fifteen years ago, I introduced
gun-control legislation in the
California legis lature. I have
been in the forefront of
addressing youth violence with
concrete legislative proposals
that helps prevent incidents of
youth violence. I have worked
and continue to encourage many
grassroots organizations to
address all forms of violence by
young people.
As Members of Congress, we
must not succumb to the
pressures of the influential gun
industry or the politicizatioQ of
crime. We must continue to put
the Ii ves of our children first.
Our children deserve that of us,
and they are correct to demand it
of us.

Barbara Morrison

Gary Bias

include a Career Expo/Job (R&B ballads), Diamonds rn
Fair, health fair, chi ldren's the
Rough
(hip
hop),
festival , a cultural bazaar Marination (hip hop), 4 for U
offering fashions, jewelry, fine (gospel pop), Al Fila (gospel
art, crafts, and more. Plus an hip hop), CMSQ (Cope Middle
outstanding variety of food · School Quintet Jazz Band), a
and refre s hments will be salute to R&B great Al
offered in the food court, and Wilson's 40 years of music,
the swimming pool plunge will comedians Richard 0. Jones
be open for use.
and the Mooney Twins w_ill
The afternoon into evening, also perform their uni que
"Music Festival Concert" will brands of humor and share
89.1 FM • Box 3080 • Redlands, CA 92373...(909) 792-0721
be from l p.m. to 10:30 p .m. emcee duties for the music
and tickets are $20. The line- festival concert.
a broadcast service from the University of Redlands
up this year features some of
Perris Hill Park and the
the bes.t in American music ,
with acts to please a variety of
mu s ical tastes -- starring
Barbara Morrison (with her
Tho Inland Empl- " - In Black a n d hot and sassy jazz and blues
band), Gary Bias (sweet and
smooth jazz from gramrny 3585 1583 0000 1 001
winnin g saxophonist and his
band), Clifford Young, Jr.
VALID
GOOD
THAU
FROM
(c lassic jazz trumpet and
AGhetto Pass entitles cardholder to
6/01
06/99
band), Yah BreezE (Jamaican
YOUR
NAME
HERE
enter all Inland Empire "Ghettos and
,reggae from Tuff Gong
MEMBER SINCE
1999
Barrios."
For
more
details
contact:
- ... _, ......=.
Re cords), Christsyde (gospel
hip hop), Sounds of Emodons
,: t
(909) 682-6070

Get Your "Ghetto Pass" 'D,_e lklck 'VOI_CI Kea
TodayI .
.

GHETTO/BARRIO PASS™

·--

100 BLACK MEN OF
AMERICA 1999
National Father'.-; Day Radiothon

WCBPA to Convene 16th
Annual Convention Las Vegas
The Black Voice Ne.,·.<

LOS ANGELES

The West Coast Black Publishers
Association (WCBPA), will hold
its 16th Annual Convention in Las
Vegas, Nevada at the Monte Carlo
Resort from October 19th October 23rd, 1999.
WCBPA is a unique association
of new spaper publishers whose
members are leaders in th ei r
immediate and outreac hing
communities. The WCBPA
assoc 1at1on is devoted to
promoting, stre ngthe nin g, and
expanding the roles of the Black
press in all aspects of the African
American community. According
to WCBPA President Brian
Townsend, "The Black press
continues to, be the strong voice of
the African American community.
We ·are the voice that. sends out
messages regarding the truth about
the hardships and struggles of the
minority community ; yet, at the
same time our members send
messages of hope and progress for
improving the economic and social
conditions for our people."
With the appropriate th eme
"Building Alliances: Facing the
New Millennium," plans are set for
' a meaningful for um of learning
and networking while bringing
together member publishers from
the states of Arizona. California,
Colorado, Nevada, Oregon and
Washington. Together, they will
provide national a nd regional
for ums for the examination of
timely issues and topical concerns
that directly affect the community,
its gro wth and development.
Through various workshops and
seminars, WCBPA is planning to
strengthen its role as a powerful

influence in all communities in the
western region. To continue the
influence of the WCBPA 16th
a nnual co nvention, invited are
business leaders , political and ,
government officials, and dynamic,
enterprising individuals of local,
regional and national distinction to
serve as both speaker,s and
panelists.
One of the standout sessions will
be Youth Day on Friday, October
22nd, at which more than 350 local
hi gh sc hool students will be
attending th~ WCBPA convention
activities. "As business leaders, our
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America has been con11nillt'cl I() 111aki11 g a
difference i11 ,\fric an _,\ml'rican C()nrn1u11iti('s -

by 111aking a diffnt•11n· in till' li \l'S of ,.\~ca11
AnH'rican vrn1tl1.
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til l' principlt· that rhildrt·11 arl'
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profoundly affectl'd by tlw infl11<'nccs aro111HI
them. 100 Black l\lt•n hl'lit'\'t·s that "Wlwt
th t>y set> is what thl'y'II hl' ... Through their

I
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int,crnationally n•c()gni zt•d "Fom for the

member publishers eagerly accept

Future" signature pro grams of 111<·11tori ng.

the significant responsibility of
reac hing out to help our young

education. hl'alth ,uHI \\"l'llnl'ss. and <Tonomic

people. Our convention provides a
unique opportunity for qualified
high school students to receive a
sc holarship towards their higher
education and the opportunity to
interact with Corporate America's
exe mplary role-mode ls from
around the country who share our
mutual concern for their welfare,"
stated Townsend.
Established in I97 1, West Coast
Black Publis hers Association is
devoted to the advancement of the
Black Press in the Western United
States, and continues to serve as a
magnet
organization
for
coordinati ng the good will and
growth of the Black press into an
effective powerful network entity
facing the new millennium.
For room reservations _please call
the Monte Carlo Resort at (800)
3 11 -5 999 a nd ask for co de
XWEST2 for special convention
rates. For further co nve ntion
information you are invited to call
the office of Alescia Buford and
Associates at 818.995.6545.
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_ i_ SUNAMERICA SECURITIES
C....:, A SunAmerica Company ·

LAW OFFICE OF
RICHARD

F.

NEVINS

SPECIALJZING IN PLANNING FOR:

Retirement Estate Investment
College Long-tenn

Taxes
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorporations & Partnerships

LeVIAS & ASSOCIA~

(909) 784-2804

Member Pacific Exchange,

909•496•1167

NASO, SIPC

Fax 909•889-8015

*i

iioo katJ~~st ffr;,,.,, t , ·l ,,,
No Che!f/~¥.S~~fr:rn:\:!\/'·

Kristen Baines

10265 Art/ngton 'Av~hhe at ryler
(9 09 ) 6 8 9• 89 16

Expires 9/19198

✓ Aromatherapy ✓ Carpel Tunnel ✓ Body Wraps
✓ Swedish Massage ✓ Shiatsu ✓ Sports Massage
✓ Reflexology ✓ Gift Certificates Available

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

CALL 909-683-1468

(909) 341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932

~

Samuel E. Dey, Jr.,
M.D.

Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America

Shampoo}btow_)ilry/flttU!J>ii,.991.£( ./

YALC DESIGNS

SunAmerica Securities, Inc.
225 W. H ospitality Lane #213

Richard Nevins

A FREE SERVICE!

$20

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE

~[:;Registered Representative

300 Law Firms Working Together
We will refer you to an attorney that specializes
in whatever your legal needs might be. We are
dedicated to helping the African-American people

(800) 500-7047 . . -···

~1bdehfl..

:II HARDY BROWN II

San Bernardino, CA 92408

3585 Main Street, #200
Riverside, CA 92501

experience...

Office Hours
By Appointment

PREAPPROVED AUTO LOANS

• No Cre'dit? • 1st Time Buyer?
• Bankruptcy? • Repossession?
You Can Be Preapproved today

6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170

1201 Kettering Drive, Ontario, CA 91761
(909) 372-1670
E-mail: Crytoyota@aol.com

Riverside, CA 92506

AFRICAN FASHIONS

&

MORE

"Serving the Community with Quality Care and Expert Service "

A-1 CLEANERS

Phone/Fax

(909) 682-4942
1385 Blaine • Suite #16 • Riverside
· • California • 92507

MORENO VALLEY - "WHY RENT?"

OWN YOUR OWN

$100,000. 3
SOPHIA AT

2

ONE DAY CLEANING SERVICE

$2.50
$1.25
$2.25
$5.25
$5.00

Blouses
Laundry Shirts
Pants
Suits

HOME FOR UNDER

BDRM

•

ONE DAY ALTERATION

Sr!RVICE MASTER TAILOR ON

99¢
SPECIAL

DRAPERY

RAINBOW DAY CARE
ALL AGES WELCOME
Reading with Children
Acti~ities
Breakfast & Lunch Provided
Mobile Service Provided

~ ). /i)

Must present coupon
with incoming orders,
not valid with other
offers.

BATH, CALL ME

6 a.m. :e~:~;~s:::~:~ /riday
1

~ ''{if~ (909) 683-7732

Per Pleat Lined

SITE

(909) 320-5734.

,

1

L!~~o;j~~~~::~o

~

Serving The Inland Empire

PARK PLACE

Stan Scott ""'' t-

•Better

Realty

Manager

lT•H~
LeVIAS HOME LOANS

• No Down Payment? -Let's Talk

for Residential Appraisals
Notary Publi c
Property Management
Real Estate Sales & Purchase

(800) 500-7047

I~.

Insurance &
Securities Specialists

Mike Teer

_'? ~-l- ~~
t
JI!-'·• ·

5955

Steve Campbell

(909) 825-0570

Licensed By Calif Department ot Real Estate Lie #003759 1'.l

(Since 1980)

• Extensive menu of
over 100 made from
scratch recipes
• Carefully prepared to
the strictest standards
• Only the freshest,
highest-quality ingredients are used
• Food is prepared at
each restaurant location
• Made in family size
quantities throughout
the day to provide you
with the freshest meal
possible -- everytime.
• Beverages and
desserts always
included in one low
price.

Fully Computerized
Fast Refund, Electronic Filing
Notary & Fax
State & Federal
6am - 6pm
Low Rates

Office (909) 683-77::12
Voice Mail (800) 208-1541

23650 Hemlock St. #10
Riverside, CA 92507

PHONE
.

92506
(909) 274-9400 • FAX (909) 276-4400
PAGER (909) 340-5078

Peggie R. Gentry

AFFORDABLE BA,N KRUPTCY ATTORNEY
Riverside's Premier Black Owned Law Firm
22 yrs exp.
Stop Creditors, Judgements, Repossessions.
Keep your Car, Home & Valuabl es
Discharge Credit Card D ebt, Taxes, Student Loans
Call to II

free

(888) 877-5292
Roland D. Tweed, Esq.

LEON CARRIGAN, JR.
Insurance Agency
Life, Health, IRA, Keough
Burial, Auto, Home Owners
Cal. Lie. #0341370

It's OK if you:

Have Bad Credit, Bankruptcy, Recent Foreclosure, Can't verify income or have no cash for down payment because we
don't grant or approve loans "WE MAKE LOANS" Call me
@1-888-520-2743. I am here to provide for your financing
needs and solve your financing problems.

Mortgage Banker/Direct Lender
Title One, FHA, VA, Conventional
6820 Indiana Ave., Suite 275
(off Arlington between Mary &
Jane)
Riverside, CA 92506

Office: (909) 784-3863
V. Mail (888) 520-2732
Fax: (909) 784-9142
E-Mail: sailswaman@aol.com

CRFSCENT
CITY
CREOLE
RFSTAURANT
9395 Monte Vista
Ave.
Montclalr~ CA 91763

Hours: Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

(909)

390 McKinley Avenue
Corona, CA 91719

Banquet facilities available for any occasion.

.au1 o/flak?/
t Gi .

···11;, ffJJetiJeeb

There's only one reason not
to Advertise in The Black
Voice News ...

You

Hours: Monday-Wednesday
11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Closed Tuesday

ALREADY HAVE MORE

BUSINESS THAN YOU CAN
HANDLE

(909) 782-8219

& ADVERTISE
(909) 682-6070

SUBSCRIBE
Ph. (909) 369-9752
Fax (909) 369-9252

P.O. Box 5342
Riverside, CA 92517

482■0566

(Montclair)

(909) 273-0573

30 Years
GRADUATE OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS COUNCIL

FDI031

Equal Housing Opportunity

WHY IT' s So Gooo:

At United International Mortgage

BROCKTON AVE. • RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA

Colton Funeral Chapel
1275 N. LaCadena Ave.
Colton, CA

MONE M. SWANN
Broker/Agent
License # 0C03720

San Bernardino, CA
FD894

R & B TAX SERVICE

✓ Low Monthly Payment
Great Home and
Auto Packages
Available

738 East Highland Ave.

888 945-6000 Ext 101
3585 Main St., Ste. 212
Riverside CA 92501
(909) 784-1342

✓ Low Cost Insurance
✓ Low Downpayment
Commercial • Auto • Home • Life • Health

;

(909) 882-1288 • Fax 883-4846

A Residential & Commt:,rcial
Real Estate Brokerage

Possible

/ '·· •·

Grove Colonial Mortuary

• Can't Sell Home? -Let's Talk
• Need To Refinance? -Let's Talk

We will get you a Home Loan at the Lowest Rates

Our job is to get the best financing
possible at the lowest rate possible.
We are dedicated to serving our
eople. If it's regarding a home, we
can get you a loan.

Robert Scott

Mobile Catering Service Available -- Anywhere -- Any Time
Churches, Picnics, Family Reunion -·All Occasions

YOU'RE GUARANTEED TO LICK YOUR FINGERS

,I

11.0IF~ ©IXlfiii O~'ii"Oo.\00 £©£@~INIW
3270 Rubidoux Blvd, Riverside, CA 92509

tl••'il'lt\'il'll•I.O>lil•'il'IXlll•tlOO'il' liltACOILO'in'
A loving Christian Environment Where Children Are ...1st
A quality Early childhood Education Program
Open Enrollment for Ages 2-5
Full nme Pre-School Program
6 :00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
IMMEDIATE JOB OPENINGS FOR QUA!..IFIED
TEACHERS AND AIDES!

Call (909) 684-3639 or 909/684-5433
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Jackson Helps Win Cease~Fire In Sierra Leone
The Black Voice News

interests, and that's not
happening in Sierra Leone. We
By Askia Muhammad
want one set of rules."
Special to NNPA
The agreement was signed
May 19 and set to take effect
The Rev. Jesse Jackson, fresh May 24 following talks in Lome,
from a diplomatic victory in the capital of Togo which were
which he won the release of arranged by that country's
three captured American soldiers President Nyasingbe Eyadema
from Yugoslavian custody, and the Rev. Jackson, President
helped broker another stunning Clinton 's Special Envoy to
for
Democracy.
breakthrough for peace during Africa
the Fifth African-African Representatives from the U.N.
American Summit.
and the Organization of African
Residents in Sierra Leone's Unity (OAU) were also present.
war-weary capital, Freetown,
The accord calls for the
were cautiously optimistic when immediate release of nontheir President Ahmed Tejan combatants and prisoners of war
Kabbah and rebel leader Foday held in the bush behind rebel
Sankoh announced a cease-fire lines, and the deployment of -an
· accord, with peace talks •set to U .N. observer force to ensure
begin the next day. This allows that the truce is respected
for vital food and medical aid to according to published reports.
reach areas of the country Sankoh's 40,000 member
previous1y cut off by eight years Revolutionary United Front
(RUF) claims to control twoof fighting.
"I look at the war in Kosova," thirds of the country, including
the Rev. Jackson told Summit its diamond-rich eastern region.
"Today,
we
make
a
delegates May 21, "and the war
in Sierra Leone. We want to look commitment, once the bombing
at an African-European policy, is over, to rebuild the
where two countries are in infrastructure of Yugoslavia, but
income crisis. In Yugoslavia- not Sierra Leone," th e Rev.
dash-Kosova, there's internal Jackson told delegates after he
crisis, folks driven out to the he ld extensive bi -lateral
borders and beyond into Albania meetings with African heads of
state attending the Summit. "We
and Macedonia.
just
want one set of rules. Stop
"In Sierra Leone, folks [are]
driven out across the border. the war. Choose hope and
More [are] driven out of Sierra healing over hate and hurt.
Leone than Kosova. More dead
"When the war is over there
in Sierra Leone than Kosova, but ~ill be tens of billions going to
Kosova has the world defending Yugoslavia to rebuild bridges,
it and trying to protect its schools, houses and hospitals.
ACCRA,GHANA

,
'·

"Perpetual Praise" Features Local Talent
The Black Voice Ne11·.r
SAN BERNARDINO

Rev. Ray Turner

Temple Missionary Baptist
Church invites the communities
of the Inland Empire to join them
on the 4th Sunday of every
month at 4:00 p.m. for the

television taping of "Perpetual
Praise."
Perpetual Praise is aired
weekly on Channel 3 in San
Bernardino at 7 :00 p .m. on
Friday evenings.
Perpetual Praise features
Christian talent, which includes
singing, poetry and dancei and a
"Moment in the Word" by a
featured pastor. There is no
charge for thi s time of
fellowship.
Temple Missionary Baptist,
where Ray Turner is pastor, is
located at 1583 W. Union Street
in San Bernardino. Those
interested in being a part of the
talent featured on Perpetual
Praise, contact the church office
at (909) 888-2038.

Greater Cornerstone Celebrates Juneteenth
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Greater Cornerstone COGIC
will be hosting their 6th Annual
Juneteenth Celebratio n to
convene Sunday, June 27th a·t
3 :30 p.m. at 1604 North "G"
Street, San Bernardino. "This is
a wonderful occasion. where you
will here the word of God and

the history of Juneteenth, and
where you will be able to wear
your African attire and eat ·
succulent, appeti zing, mouthwatering, attractive recipes from
the Motherland," stated a church
member.
For more information, contact
Mary Hargrave at (909) 8860095.

Committee to Elect Rev. Blake Asks for Support
The Black Voice News
LOUISIANA

I

I •

Rev. Harry Blake

Rev. Harry Blake, Pastor of
the Mount Canaan Missionary
Baptist Church in Shreveport,

Louisiana, is a candidate for the
office of President of the
National Baptist Convention,
USA, Inc., in the 1999 election.
The Bishop College graduate
is the spiri tual leader with a
vision of healing and unification
for the convention.
Blake is a committed
candidate with a passion, a plan,
and procedure for revival,
re ne wal, restoration, and
reclamation.
The Committee to E lect
Harry Blake ask for prayerful
support. Their w ebsite i s
www.prysm.net/~hblake or
contact (888) 273-3040.

Rev. Jesse Jackson

Let those same rules with our tax
dollars apply to Africa as well,"
the Rev. Jackson said.
Pres. Kabbah and Sankoh
signed another cease-fire accord
in Abidjan, Gabon in November
1996. That deal did little to halt
the fighting, and in May 1998,
Pres. Kabbah was ousted by
junior army officers who were
quickly supported by the RUF.
That coup d'etat was quickly

put down, and Kabbah's
democratically
elected
government was restored nine
months later by a Nigerian-led
West African intervention force,
ECOMOG. Recently ECOMOG
forces have made gains on the
ground in rebel-controlled
towns.
"We see every night on TV,
Kosovarians marching, and our
hearts hang heavy, because it is
wrong to drive them out. We've
not seen Sierra Leoneans
marching, or the camps in
Ethiopia and Eritrea, or the
Congo and the Sudan. And yet,
all we really want is one set of
rules," Rev. Jackson said.
Last January the rebels
launched a bloody invasion of
the capital, unleashing more than
two weeks of fighting that left '
more than 6,300 dead and vast
areas of the city torched.
Despite the fact that he was
imprisoned two years ago and
sentenced to death last October
-for treason, Sankoh has been on

Saint John Missionary
Baptist Church

temporl\ry leave from prison
while he met with senior rebel
commanders to fashion their
bargaining strategy ahead of
peace talks. The RUF is
expected to renew its call for
Sankoh's unconditional release
and a transitional government
with rebel input for four years
before the country holds another
round of presidential elections.

Like neighboring Liberia,
which was also crippled by a ·
bloody c:ivil war and ended with
elections in mid-1997, Sierra
Leone was originally a colony of
freed slaves from North
America. While freed slaves
from the U.S. founded Liberia in
1822, Sierra Leone was founded
by a colony of 1,100 slaves from '
Nova Scotia in 1792.

Receive
$ 520 - $1,200
Training & Financial Support Available
International Foster Family & Adopt~ons Agency
12968 Frederick, Suite #C
Moreno Valley, CA 92552

located at 20170 Markham Street, Perris, CA 92570, is
in need of an experienced musician and drum player.
If you feel that this is· your calling, please contact
Pastor Aircey Hayes, Sr., ASAP to schedule an
interview at (909) 657-5058. Please prepare a resume of
your past experience.

For Orientation Call

(909) 427-9635
(888) 729-2136
8:00am - 8:00pm
Se Habla Espanol

IT'S ALMOST HERE!!!

The Bill Pickett
Invitational 1998
Rodeo
is here

Saturday, July 17, 1999@ 1:30
& 7:00 pm

Sunday, July 18, 1999 @ 3:30

_____

_,

pm
The Los Angeles Equestrian
Center is the place to be
Tickets on sale Now!!!

.,,

,,

Child $8.00 (12 & Under)
Adult Advance $12.00
Box Seats $18.00

for more info or to purchase tickets, contact

909/682-6070
Hey Kids!!
Win two (2) tickets to the rodeo in The Black Voice
News coloring contest...
Color the above picture of Bill Pickett and send it back
to:
The Black Voic•e News
3585 Main Street #201
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 682-6070

NAME
ADDRESS
STATE

CITY
PHONE NUMBER

CONTEST DEADLINE: JUNE 28, 1999
WINNERS WILL BE NOTIFIED BY PHONE.
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Bethel AME
Church

Life CHURCH OF Goo IN CHRIST

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Sunday Worship ServiC6s
8am, 9:45am, 11 :30am, & 7pm
Sunday School· 8am & 9:45am
W9dn9srJay Bible Study - 7:30pm
Friday Fellowship Services· 7:30pm
(ever 1st & 3rd)
Prayer- Tues thru Friday - 6am. 12n.
7pm

After Sunday Seri ve
Prayer Meeting
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

ST. PAUL AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CliURCH

Wukb· Order QfService

4TH ANNUAL KOINONIA

CONFERENCE
July 31 thru August 7, 1999
Riverskle Convention Center Gospel
Explosion concert • Nightly Services
• Youth Explosion

Saturday Service
Sabbath
Early Morning Service
Church Service
Youth Special Service

9: I 5 a.m.
9:15 a.m.
I I :00 a.m.
4:30 p.m.

Marc K. Woodson
Senior Pastor

AMOS TEMPLE CME
5860 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 91503
(909) 683-1567

·;- 92504
(909) 779-0088

Prayer and Bible Study

Tapley .

Rev. Alvin L. Smith

6:30 p.m.

Sunday 7:30-8:00 pmKPRO 1570 AM

Wind of the Spirit Worship

Second Baptist Church

AllellChaNI

Center Foursquare Church

2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

..udalnMetllc>dllt

6476 Streeter Avenue. Riverside. CA

Office: (909) 684-?532 • FAX: (909) 6&1-1564
www.serondbaptislriverside.or g

(909) 359-0203
~
Sunday School (all ages)
Christian Life Development
Classes
Worship
Children's Church

i {~;
.-«-

8:30 a .m. ·. ~=->
(Adults only) ;_~

:·

.',

I\'
,,..

8 :30 a.m.
• · 1
9 :45 a.m. Rev. Michael and
IO: 15 a.m. Sherrie Edwards

Thursday Bible Study

7:00 p.m.

Early Morning Wors hip 7:30 a.m .
Sunday School
9:00 a .m .
Mid•Morning Worship 10:15 a .m .
Nursery Open
10:15 a.m .

Pastor T. Elsworth
Gantt, II

.N..w,.&nlwttj, .

(909) 874-S1S2 - Fax

9:30am
11:00am
5:00 pm
5:00pm
7:00 pm

Dr. & Mrs. George
King

St. Timothy Community
Church
3100 N . Sta te Street
San Berna rdino, C A
SERVICE TIMES:
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship Servicel0:00 a .m .

James

BIBLE STUDY
Tues. (Focus on the Family)
Every 2nd Tues.
7:00 p .m .
Wed . Nigh
7:00 p .m .
Bible Study Pastor ·s Teaching

Crossroads
Community Church

Or

(Located at the Cram Elementary School)

29 7 00 Water S treet
East High land , CA 92346-0353

(800) 650-5557

§1:1,w:n

Schedu l e of Service

Pastor Jackson
Michael and Emily
Doggette. Jr.

WEEKLY SERVICES
Sunday School
9 :30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00a.m.
Wednesday

Pastor Christopher W. &
Joyce McShan
Midweek Meditation &
Bible Study
7:15 p.m.

Ae&eshlng Spring

Sun. School
Sun. New Members' Class
Worship Service Sun.
Worship Service Sun.
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Bible Study
Th ursday

·7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O . Box 220989
San

Temple

A

·2883 M i ssion Inn
Avenue
Riverside, CA
92507

presents

(909) 603·4041

Tuesdov

SHEPHERD'S GOSPEL TIME

RainbowCPC@aol.com

7:00 p.m.

SUNDAYS

Friends and Feml/y Dey
Saturday, May 29th
9:15 a.m. Sabbath School
11:00 a.m. Worship Service
6:00 p.m. Gospel Concen

Frtdov
Evong•llstlc S•rv. 7 :30 p.m.

"II ploc• wh•r• oll fflOV

12 Noon

tfNHI ►

IJll4 -0:!,~I- I

CHURCH
8768 Helms Avenue, Suite B
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91 729

Morn. Worship 11 :00 o.m.
Ev•. Worship
7:00 p.m .
Bibi• Study

7:00 p.m.

• ........r llllrn•.-· &
;\• ...._ Ur11 ■ .Jnn.,_

com• ond b• r•fr•d•d"

presents

15801 Harmon Street
{Services at Arnold High School)
Riverside, CA

Church

~

(909) 682-9960

"1eepuu,,,.,

W EEKLY S ERVICES

-;ilu

t;'-, .

12345 Mountain Ave.. Unil U

Pastor William &
Jamellza Carter

HIGHWAY To HEAVEN WITH REV. LEROI

and

(909) 628-0112
W EEKLY S ERVICES

presents

"The Inland Empire Gospel Radio Showcase"

call

hosted by

(909) 688-1570

"JOSET"
This weekly radio program will feature gospel pe rformances of the

Inland Empire/Metropolitan Area

WEST COVINA
' ~can do all things through C hrist
,
1
who strengthens me.

Murph Chapel African Methodist Episcopal
Church
138 1 Pass & C ovina Road
West Covina, C A 9 1744
(626) 917-3686
Rev. Dorothy Leffall Patrick
Sunday Worsh ip8:00 a.m. & 11 :00 a .m.
Sunday School
9:30 a .m .
Wednesday
6:00 p.m .
Bible Class
7:00 p.m .
Thursday B ible C lass I 0:00 a .m.
C hoir Practice
7:30 p.m.
Bowling
6:00 p.m .

Mount Olive Baptist Church
850 River Drive N orco, CA 9 1760

(909) 898-1402 (909) 898-1404 fax
PASTOR LAFAYETTE S. WHITE JR.

Sunday Sch ool ............. .'.................................................... 9:45am
S unday W orship .............................................................. 11:00am
W ednesday Prayer/Bible Study ..........................................6:30pm

RIVERSIDE

MUSICIAN WANTED

Join us for a mountain top experience.

Have

Children's Church
& Transportation

Available

ADVERTISEMENT CALL DOROTHY

a~~~

,

Community Church
2200 E. Holt Blvd., Ontario

,

: (909) 808-9008
MNow

• OPHATI01': VICTORIOU S LIVING ..... 9 : 15 AM

Free Seminar: June 6, 13, 20, & 27 • 9:15 AM
"Nllnna For Your N•n-llltle,.

thanJcs be unto God, which always leads us to triumph in Christ".. ..

Jesse Wilson, Pastor
449 1 Kansas Avenue
Ri verside, CA 92507
(909) 682-9810
Saturday Service
9: 15 a.m .
Song Service
9:30 a.m .
Sabbath School
11:00 a.m .
C hurch Service
Adventist Youth

Mt. Moriah Baptist

Sunday Services:
• Wo rship Celebration ....................... IO: 15 AM

Sunday Morning Worship
9:00 a.m.
Children's Church-Sun.
9:00 a.m.
Tuesday Bible Study
8:45 p.m.
Women·s Ministry 1st &
3rd
Wednesdays of the Month
6:45-8 p.m.
Men's
Ministry
2nd
Saturdays of the Month
8:00-10 a.m.

i

1

Rev. Willie Chambe rs, Jr.
1899 1 Marioposa St.
Riverside , CA 92508
(909) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration 9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m .
Sunday School
Devotion & Worship 10:45 a.m .

(909) 597-7134
4195 CHINO HILLS PKWY 177,
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709

Contact Person:
Name of Church & Pastor: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City/State/Zip:

Name of Group:
Address: _ _ _ __ __ _ __
Phone:

I ] Yes, I would like to become a sponsor of the weekly Inland Empire's Gospel Radio Showcase
I ] Yes, I would like commercial "airtime" on the weekly Inla nd Empire's Gospel Radio Showcase
I ] Yes, I would like to audition for the weekly Inland Empire's Gospel Radio Showcase
I I Yes, I would like to be a guest speskeron the weekly Inla nd Empire's Gospel Radio Showcase.

Evening Bible Study
6:00 p.m .
Communion and Baptism every I st Sunday
7:00 p.m.

Park Avenue Baptist Church.
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor
19 10 M artin Luther King Blvd .
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-8782
Sunday Service
9 :20 a.m.
Round Table Pra~er
9 :30 a.m.
Sunday school ',
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6 :00 p.m.
Evening Worship
(Wednesday)
6 :00p.m .
Teachers Meeting
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
7:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Bible Study

Kansas Ave. SDA Church

(Ontario Airport Marriott Hotel)

: Sr. Pastor

PM

for

To Audition send tapes to: Joset
28903 Ridge Point Court, Moreno Valley, CA 92557
FAX # (909) 243-091 7

American Radio Network's
Kaleidoscope Radio Magazine

INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL

Ar 9 PM

Chino, CA 9 17 10

Church School9:00 a.m .
Worship IO:OO a.m.

Uniting God 's People

6 PM

Music CouNTDOWN - THURSDAYS

12:30 - 1:30

SHEPHERD

March Field Christian Church

LACEYSUNDAY- FRIDAY AT

WEEKLY ORDER Of SERVICE·
Prayer:Tuesday
9:30 a.m .
Thursday
5:30 p .m .
Friday
t 0:00 a.m .
Bible Study: Wednesday
6:00 p .m .
SUNDAY SE8YJCEs;
Sunday School
9:45 a.m .
Morning Worship
11:30 a.m .

SPIRIT F/UEO SEVENTH OAY AOVENTl$T

Sundov

(909) 784-0860

9:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
8:00 a.m,
11 :15 a.m.

Bernardino, CA 92410

Rainbow Community
Praise Center

W•ellLv Services

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

, Blsllo, Joel Block

Weekly Worship & Celebration
Serv ices
4 : 00 p.m .

THE BooK OF Acrs

St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life.

vve

7 p.m.

Schedule of Service

Weekly Service

Pastor Eullas J .

Malling Address:
P.O. Box 430, Moreno
Valley, CA 92556

22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA
(909) 656-4015
·'A church where everybody Is
somebody "

541 3 34th Street
Riverside. CA 92509
(909) 686-5171

(909) 874-5851 · Church

IO a.m.
JI a.m.

Trinity Baptist Church

91apwt~

275 East Grove Street
Rialto. CA 92376

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Tuesday Prayer Meeting
& Bible Study

Sunday Services
I I :00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Studyl 0:00 a. m.
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

Wednesday Services

Valley Fellowship Seventh
Day Adventist Church

SATURDAY
Fellowship.. Prayer & BibleStudy
Praise Service & Divine Worship
Youth Service
·wEDNESDAY
Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

§Ctj[l)LU

R~v. Shermella Garrett•Egaon

Prayer Services
7:00 p .m .
Bible Study
7:45 p .m .
"Second in Name~First in Love#

James B. ElllI, Jr., Sr. Pastor
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor

1feM8YlerYll!N

4009 Locus< (at I 0th St.)
Riverside, CA 9250 1
(909) 686·0702
wv,,w.allen-chapel-ame -riv.org

Sunday Servi<:cs

(; ~: :.

(90CJ) 682-4407

bllc:aNllµmn:h

E-MAIL: SecBoptisteEarthlink.net

WEEKLY SERVICES

M ONDAY-FRIDAY

Noonday Prayer
12:00p.m.

5870 Limonite Avenue
Riverside, CA 925()')

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning
Worship
8:00 & 10:45 a.m.

Wednesday

OllviaAsll

6:00p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.

Xew Beginnlnp
Community
Baptist Chui-eh

Worship Services

Rev. Terry & Teresa

Pastor Elder Lawrence C. and

Sunday:
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
YPWW

1

Sunday School
9:15 a.m .
Mo rning Wo rship
10:15 a.m .
Evening Wo rksho p , 6:00 p .m .
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &:
Bible Study
7:00 p .m .

OF

5595 Molino Way
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 686-17S7
WEEKLY SERVICES

(909) 276•8374
Pastor Ron and LaVette
Gibson

5694 Jurupa

WEEKLY SERVICES

Sunday
Worship Services
8:00 a.m.
11 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

WORLD CHURCH

Goo IN CHRIST

'. Ave.
Riverside, CA

1355 W. 21st. Street
Sm Bernardino, CA 92411
(909)887-1718

LIGHT OF THE

2625 Avalon Strec!
Rubidoux. CA 92509

"Celebrating 12 Years of Ministry"
Dinner & Concert w /CECE WINANS & Band on
June 5, 1999, 5pm at the Riverside Convention
Center·SSOPP thru May 30th.

8:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
10:45 a.m.

Morning Service
Sunday School
Sunday Service
Women In Prayer

Mt. Rubidoux SDA
Church

3349 Rubidoux Boulevard•
Riv., CA 92509 • (909) 684-l.IFE

SUNDAY SERVICES

Thursday, June 17, 1999

New Visions Christian Community
Church
18461 Mariposa Ave. (Woodcrest Area)
Riverside , CA 92508
(909) 687-7454
Senior Pastor Emerson (Jeff) Jefferson, Jr.,
M .Ed.,M.Div
Sunday
Christian Growth C lass 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship & Praise ll :00 a.rrl.
Wednesday
Prayer & Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Thursday
Cho ir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m.

SAN BERNARDINO

New Hope COGIC
254 So. M nt. Vernon
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 38 1-2662
Elder, Le nton Lenoir, Pastor
S unday School:
9 :30 am
M orning Worship:
11 pm
Evening Worship:
6 pm
Pas tor Teaching:
8 pm Tues.
Evangelistic Worship:
8 pm Th

New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B.
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 924 10
(909) 887-2526 C hurch
(909) 887-5406 Fax
Sunday Services
Morning Worship7:00, 9:30 am & 11 :15 am
Sunday School 8:30 am & 10:00 am
N .B.C.
5:00 pm
Evening Service
6:00 pm
Wed. Prayer Service l2 noon & 6:30 pm

New LJ/e Christian Church
Re v. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
J 322 N . Medical Ce nter Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship 8:00 a.m .
Church School Hour
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship Hour 11:00 a.m .
Tuesday
Bible Study Hour
6:30 p.m .
Thursday
Prayer & Praise Service 7:00 p.m .
"Gospel Time" TV Broadcast-Channel 3
Rialto-Monday
8 :00 p.m.
San Bernardino-Friday 8 :00 p.m.
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$15,695

$32,220 ·

98's
97's
96's
95's
And

SPORT'

I

•

· UFII.IFY

More

98 MERCURY ,.
_ MYSTIQUE

91VW

98FORD
MUSTANG

·JETTA Gl

$11,999 $13,999

------

.$14,999 $15,999
-

Cass., ale, tilt, cruise control

I

LOADED

Vin #VM066366

98VW
'
JETTA GT

Bl MERCURY

98VI

$ ·vlllAGER

BEETlE

$15,999 1'6,999
PN/, P/1.., cruise, alloys, air cond.,

Pwr. windows &locks, tilt, cruise, cass., air,
:lual air. Vin #VDJ37749

98 FORD E350 ClUB WAGON Ill
15pass., pwr. windows &locks
Vin #WHB15206

Ford
Credit

I

FREEWAY

C4-

Vin #VW50703

I

About Your Cretdit. We're Your Credit
Specialist. It's Just That Simple! Call Us At
Freeway Lincoln-Mercury VW Inc!
909-889-3514 1-800-231-8115

'BANKRUPTCY
REPOS
AUTO PLAZA DR.

BAD CREDIT
1ST TIME BUYERS

l l

DPEllfflON

98 LINCOLN
TOWNCAR

EXTR.A:S EXTR.A:S

LOADED PREVIOUSRENTAL

_ _ ,

1

1

~24,.999 s2&, 999

~1••FREEWAY SUPERSTORE.
~ ,, 909/889-351~ • 1-800-237-8115

0 .9 ° 0. 1.9°0 , 2 .9 °0. 5 .9 °0,
7 .9 °·o throu gtl Ford
Motor C red it 011
approved cred it

Auto, pwr. wi~dows &locks, tilt, cruise,

ED

-■

91 MERCURY
MOU_NTfNJ.El

Si&,999 $17,999 .s20,111

cass.Vin#VKB38207

9711DU

sz1,999 !2'3,999

91 FORD EXPLORER
SPORT

"if'

•

1600 CAMINO REAL SAN BERNARDINO
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It's Back
I

Pickett Invitational
Rodeo
,,,..

Los Angeles Equestrian Center
480 Riverside Dr., Burbank
(Near Griffith Park)
I

Ticket Prices:
Box Seats: $18.00
General Admission: Children: (12 & Under) $8.00
Adults: Advance $12.00 Gate: $15.00

Tickets on sale Now
For more information, ·contact (909) 682-6070 .

· The Black Voice News
the Inland Empire
Media Sponsors

IT'S ALMOST HERE!!!

the Bill Pickett Invitational
1999 Rodeo
is here

Saturday, July 17, 1999@ 1:30
& 7:00pm ·

Sunday, July 18, 1999 @ 3:30
pm
The Los Angeles Equestrian Center is the place to be
Tickets on sale Now!!!

Hey Kids!!
When It Comes To Advertising
News, Look No Further Than
The Black Voice News

Win two (2) tickets to the rodeo in The Black Voice
News coloring contest...
Color the above picture of Bill Pickett and send it back
to:
The Black Voice News
3585 Main Street #201
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 682-6070

Child $8.00 (12 & Under)
Adult Advance $12.00
Box Seats $18.00

to purchase
tickets, contact

909/682-6070

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY
PHONE NUMBER

STATE

CONTEST DEADLINE: JUNE 28, 1999
WINNERS WILL BE NOTIRED BY PHONE.

·ENTERTAINMENT
.

■

the middle of tunes that got
nothing to do with the church, but
soulfully fit. She stretches songs
into corners and crevices
uninhabited by others. Her vocal
dexterity and creativity inject
African, folk, Latin, classical and
lots of improvisation into each
song.
And it works. She infuses any
and every performance with an
intensity few female vocalists
today can.
Something wonderful goes
through an audience and joins the
artist's soul with the human hearts
of li steners that cannot be
described or contained. Whatever
that magical mystery is to the
double "N" Dianne, it connects
cultures to cultures , saints to
sinners, the tone deaf to perfect
pitch people.
The result is a cohesive bond and
the common thread holding it all
together is Dianne. Nobody leaves
this woman wanting anything but
more.
Both days of Playboy offered
tasty treats for serious jazz fans
and Angelenos just there for the
party in the Hollywood Bowl.
Everyone knows him by one
name -- Grover - - and it was
sighed and screamed with
reverence as the stage turned and
there stood Grover Washington, Jr.
What can you say about Grover?
The same old thing.
He ' s
wonderful. Matter of fact. he 's Mr.
Magic. There are many Grover
wannabees on the contemporary
jazz scene, but only one real
Grover. You know the difference
when your ears hear that full bodied, sultry saxophone, be it

The 21st annual Playboy Jazz
Festival satisfied sold-out crowds'
, thirst for pleasing performances
and musical variety, but two
distinctively different divas were
the only ones to get 20,000 bodies
up on simultaneously frenzied feet.
Etta James and Dianne Reeves
_· respectively roused relaxed
.' audiences Saturday and Sunday.
~ Sizzling songstress Reeves and
Grammy - winning , rhythm-andbl ues legend James proved
opposites do attract the greatest
attention.
· Etta is easy. Predictable.
No matter what venue or year
you see her live, you can bet she's
gonna put you in the aisles. She
always has folks slipping into their
dancing shoes. There 's no way
anyone can stay still when Etta and
her merry music makers hit the
first note. It can be a slow drag or a
rolling rumble in your hips, but
you getting up.
And got up they did. Nearly
20,000 shou ting spec tators fed
their blues soul with Etta's appetite
for the sublimely nasty and singing
swings from ballads · as soft as a
baby's skin to funk so scintillating
. the sparks seared your boogie
; bone.
Everybody danced and waved
anything and everything white -: napkin, handkerchief, tissue,
, scarves -- as long as it had a tail
, lo~g enough to flap in the early
: evening breeze.
: Etta created a massive wave of
:: waving hands, a swanning sea of
•::gyrating spectators. She was the
· :;only perfonner to propel everyone
:; to the edge. And she never.left her
; 'center-stage seat to do it.
;: Reeves is certainly a n unique
'<'. so ngstylist with an infinitely
: , : personal approach to lyrics ,

.

•
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Photos by Taylor Jordan

Etta James blows the top off
Playboy - and never gets out of
her chair

tenor, alto or soprano, when
Grover grooves.
Buddy Guy, the most mimicked
blues guitarists of all time, struck
responsive chords for a rousing
Saturday night close. When he
screamed , "Have you ever been
rr.istreated?" and the audience
shouted back "Yeah!," the calland-response, feel-good party was
on.
Leader of the blues pack, Guy ·
promised, "If y'all didn't like the
blues, you shouldn't brung me
here. 'Cause I'm gonna give it to
you so funky you can smell it!"
And 'deed he did.
Pete Escovedo and his awesome
offspring - percussionists Juan,
Peter Michael and Sheila E. - were
hotter than a jalapeno pepper.
Escovedo's exhilarating Latin jazz
set was truly international. His
sizzlin g sidemen were from San
Francisco,
Holland ,
the
Philippines, Beijing, China, Sicily,
Burbank and the E's themselves
"from the 'hood , in the 'hood.
under the 'hood" of Oakland.
Escovedo called his ensemble the
International Homeboy Latin 'Jazz
Orchestra. We ca ll ed them s uper
bad.
Kenny Burrell's master guitar
delivery was as smooth as silk
except when his licks pierced the
air waves with powerful
percussionist Ray Barretto on a
Latin salute to Duke Ellington.
Big band honors, of course, go to
elder statesman Gerald Wilson and

Nancy Wilson jazz diva makes a
guest appearance for the salute to
Cannonball Nat Adderley.

his tuxedo--clad class act. Advice
to actor Jeff Goldblum who played
a humdrum piano and talked more
than led the Mildred Snitzer
Orchestra: stick to acting.
Straight-ahead and bebop
accolades can be shared by
trumpeter Terence Blanchard, a
former Ellis Marsalis piano student
and one of Art Blakey's many Jazz
Messengers , and a magnificent
tribute to Cannonball and Nat
Adderley featuring surprise diva
guest Nancy Wilson and former
Adderley sidemen : drummer Roy
McCurdy, pianists George Duke
and Michael Wolff, bassist Walter
Booker and saxophonist Vincent
Herring. The latter love set was
conducted by Nat Addereley Jr.
and included trumpeter Longineu
Parsons.
If you sought soft romance with
Brazilian spice, singer/songwriter
Ivan Lins was the man to see. Pure
funk and pop pushing the line
between R&B and jazz came in the
form of saxophonist Boney James.

Walter Booker, legendary ba~;ist
who played with Sonny Rollins ,
Donald
Byrd, Betty
Carter,
Thelonious Monk and Stan Getz
joins other giants for the Adderle~
salute.

Afro-Cuban
pianist
Jesus
"Chucho" Valdes transfonned the
acoustic keys into a virtual
orchestra, mixing and matching
styles and genres to create
something simultaneously jazzy,
Afro-Cuban, classical and cuttingedge contemporary. Ray Charles,
and his genius, provided perfect
wind down to ease you home
Sunday night.
Jon Hendricks shared a double
bill with Annie Ross for the twothirds reunion of the landmark
(Dave) Lambert , Hendricks and
Ross trio, but Hendricks carried
the
melodies ,
scats
and
improvisational
riffs.
The
septuagenarian still has his chops,
but Ross hasn't fared so vocally
well.
Hendricks, the vocalese pioneer
who inspired such artists as the
Manhattan Transfer and Bobby
Mcferrin, is a living legend for his
contributions to concert and
theatrical stages, film , composition

and ability to convert instrumental
classics from the likes of Horace
Silver, John Coltrane, Charlie
Parker, Coleman Hawkins,
Thelonious Monk and even the
entire Count Basie Band into
vocally challenging lyrics. His
tone, deli very, pitch are perfect.
Yet his presence is huinble,
gracious.
The latter was personally not the
case for young saxophonist Joshua
Redman. The son of sax master
Dewey Redman is one of the most
formidable players today, but he
best not believe his own press
releases. A bit pretentious with the
audience and contentious with
journalists, Redman seems to
fallen prey to his own ego. Curb
that, especially when sharing a
weekend stage with genuine
giants.
To the Cherry Poppin' Daddies
(hate the name): A jazz audience
ain't a hardcore rap audience.
Rhythm good, lyrics too obscene
and profane. Know your audience.

(+ s&H)
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DIVINE

PROTOCOL

FOR THE NEXT MILLENNIUM
Goo's OFFICIAL ORDER THAT Is

CORRECT IN THE DEALINGS

oF

His KiNGnoM

For·nard b~· B 1s110P G1 OIH,L 1\1<

K1,",

St. Stephens COG IC San llieg o, CA

-~.,..-
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Book One - Understanding Divine Protocol & The Order or Divine Protocol -Gods
program 1s an order that 1s of a Divine origin. You will grow aggressively as you learn
to_follow f!1s protocol. Your life will be one of power for daily living and advancing Hi
Kingdom m the earth. ISBN: 0-9658629-4-1 / 51 pages
.
s
B~o~ T~o • Your Fo_u~dation is Your Family - God wants your family to be the first
1

~pe~ience the reality of His Wold in mar~ia::.'ftJo~~~~~F}!· ~; 7; ~~:;a7;:::s tr::;~~tr{~:a;.~~~f~~~~t~n~{our family to
pa~es
00 Three · Prayer - learn to pray wllh clarity, peace and a real joy and come know the de h ,rff'
enter into the higher courts ofprayer. ISBN: 0-9658629-6-8 / 47 pages
pt O; ts purpose for your life as you

~~~~te~::nfi~~;e~~~:~ ~;r:~~h~f:,:::u;:fo/7::i;~~ ~°:/e:t::~:a~i~7Z ~ro~:~:tl{/~f~:;:;;(.~'ff;~s an :iv/dual.

PERFORM I N G M ADE
B U T C I G .A.RETT i: S

£f~itir.~~'ft:iir£?~,:;,:•:,;;::.;:;::,,1:-:;,::'t':::::,'f!::.:'::-:,~::1·;;;~u.r""':Jt
fa~;

Book Six Deal'ng W'th De
D' · M
·of satan s kingdo~ with~n you~l~'i/a•nd
se~;~:;~

~lf;~~s

h:~:wc:~t::~;~~:

SA MMY D.A.VI S JR .
19 25 - 1 990
V I C T I M O F T H R O A T C A [\J C E R

.
::toe:~ /~," _can b~e?k the demonic forces

f;~;~~~~:{2~~;~;e1~;io;~etnnot be measured in this life. Serve the Loni to t~oi %s ~~gh:s:S,:w~':J;~n~:1J:·;/;~::.
Call Toll Free 6am -llpm M-F / 8am -8pm Sat. & Sun.

1 -877-300-5867

•J U R

DO N T L E T S MOKI N G ROB U 5 OF
M OS~ PRE C IOUS r1ESO UR CE. O UR SE L VE ~

C a Ii f o rn i a

Make Checks Payable to New Beginnings

P.O. Box 233076, Sacramento, CA 95823-3076
Other Inquires Call: 916-452-4126
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Ruby Dee: Eloquent Wordsmith in 'My One Good Nerve'
By Kwakiutl Dreher
Emmy award-winning actress
and recent recipient of the
prestigious National Medal of
Arts Award, Ruby Dee works the
word in her one-woman show at
the Canon Theatre in Beverly
Hills. "My One Good Nerve" is
a riveting performance of wit
that is part autobiography, part
humor, drama, poetry, and prose.
Under the skillful direction of
Tony Award nominee Charles
Nelson Reilly, Dee delivers a
provocative performance with
the panache of a Baptist minister
in the pulpit on a smoldering
Sunday morning. Dee's delivery
showcases her love of language,
and for reading, her love for her
audience and, most of all, her
love for the stage. Using the
genres of Bible literature,
nursery rhymes, poetry and
music, Dee explores sociopolitical issues such as reading,
aging, marriage, housing and
technology.

special, though, is glorying i n · ;
each other and discovering how
Breaking barriers is Ok, but one can't spend life
we relate to each other and the '
fighting for recognition and fighting for acceptance.
world." The Black Voice News
asked for her thoughts on the
So I asked myself 'what else can I do?' I decided
lack of recognition afforded .
that I had to be about something else; I could exploit
African American actors and
literature and music. I found what it was I wanted to
actresses by the film industry.
be about and did it!"
" Unfortunately," Dee began, "to
be fair is not working right' now.
. ------------------------When I entered the business I felt
Part of the success of Ruby' believes "often misses spirit,
that I could play the parts Bette
Dee's performance is the call and misses something of attitude,
Davis, Joan Crawford and other
response relationship she fosters something of style." Without a
famous stars played. I soon
with her audience throughout the doubt, "My One Good Nerve"
learned that as a Black woman in
evening.
In the
African ushers in a con:mcopia of spirit,
America, I could not stay in that
storytelling traaition, Dee acts as attitude, style, and pleasant
groove. ' Breaking barriers is Ok,
the venerable griot who holds the surprises. A veritable changling,
but one can't spend life fighting
memories of the community. Dee transforms from a rapper
for recognition and fighting for
"Hello" she greets her audience,', whose words flow from her lips
acceptance. So I asked myself
and the night begins in the like a scattin' Ella Fitzgerald, to
'what else can I do?' I decided
intimacy of her personal office a child (or an inebriated old
that I had to be about something
and library beautifully crafted by lady?) reading nursery rhymes,
else; I could exploit literature
to a daughter seeking the
set designer James Noone.
and music. I found what it was I
"In the beginning was the approval from a cynical mother,
wanted to be about and did it! "
word!" Dee declares. It is a to a woman in love with her man
With that said, it is no wonder
declaration in defiance of a (and we all know who that is!)
Ruby Dee still has one good
culture that is inundated with To talk about love, only the blues
Ruby Dee
.nerve!
electronic gadgetry that she will do. Billie Holliday and
"My One Good Nerve: A Visit
Bessie Smith certainly would always on the bald!"
comment on her marriage and With Ruby Dee" is now playing
applaud the poem Doodle on
The evening ~loses with an relationship of 51 years with
through Ju ly 4 at the Canon :
Love: "Love can be dangerous, after-introduction and question Ossie Davis, Dee spoke with a
Theatre, 205 North Canon Drive •
bowlegged, blimp , a doggone and answer session conducted by loving seriousness: "Love is
in Beverly Hills . Box Office •
shame; Love is when you sink Yolanda King, daughter of slain · hard. Having an argument is
(310) 859-2830.
the ghetto delivered right to into his arms and wind up in his · Civil Rights leader, Dr. Martin hard, but knowing how to argue
sink! Love is like a toupee: it's Luther King, Jr. Asked to is even more difficult. What is
your door!

"Ghetto Cookies" Takes
U.S. By Storm

M. Marisol Figueroa, Pres. and Ralph

F. Rolle, VP
The Black Voice News
NEW YORK

Find out why The New York
Times, The Source, Vibe, and
so many others are crazf about
these delicious , soft-baked
cookies. Each and every cookie
is hand-made and hand-packed
with pride. This ensures quality
and goodness, from our oven to
your mouth! With 8 mouthwatering varieties to tempt even
the most selective sweet-tooth,
Ghetto Cookies are taking New
York City's taste buds by storm!
For co-founders Marisol
Figueroa and Ralph Rolle ,
every
day
brings
new
challenges
and
ne w
opportunities. The two met at
the world famous Apollo
theater in Harlem w~ere she
. was a stage electrician and he
was the house drummer for
NBC's It's Show Time At The
Apollo.
Ghetto Cookies is committed
to the promise of tomorrow by
giving back to their community
today!
By
employing
neighborhood locals in their
kitchen, the company is
providing tools and skills for
life. On the horizon, they are
actively pursuing their vision of
a compute r learning center
devoted to education. Ghetto
Cookies is actively involved in
community service. Through
such activities as outreach
programs, c are e r -days (the
Fresh Air Fund), and school
visitations, this cookie company
with heart is making a
difference.
You can purchase these great
tasting cookies by the pound for
$X .50 . There is a two pound
minimum on .all s hipping
. orders . Shipping/Handling is
$5 .00. If you would like to
enjoy lots of fun , purchase the
basket, which consists of two
pounds of cookies and lots of
candy in a b e autiful basket
shipped to your door for S34.50
Shipping/Handling S 11 .00. To
orde r c all 1-888-GHETT0- 1.
Visa, Mastercard, Check or
Money Orders are accepted.
Prepare yourself for a taste of

89.99
SALE! GE 25-CHANNEL
\\
CORDLESS PHONE WITH
,
DIGITAL ANSWERING SYSTEM

SALE! COBRA
CLEAR CALL
FAMILY RADIO
SERVICE. Up to

SONY DISCMAN-WITH
CAR ACCESSORY KIT
With ESP2 Steadysound,
Mes? Boss• and stereo '

,

FRS-70·'2 Available in

GE 25-channel cordless phone
with caller 10•, SALE 39. 99 •
Extended Service, .4. 99

yellow or block

2·9790 (with digitol answering}

.Extended Service, 7.99

29769 (will, <;aller id)

OfAA6CK

2-mile range.

hecx:lphones.

. Regular Price.

•Check wilh service provider

BONUS! CD
WALLET/ CARRYING
CASE WITH
PURCHASE
A 19.99 value.

for avoilobilily

18.88
115-PC TOOL
SOURCE~ MULTl-1:JSE

TOOL SET. Indudes
.;& root$, bits and F!Jsteners.
CONCOURSET"'EXECUTIVE 3-PC.

:,noe organizer ■

PROMOTIONAL
LUGGAGE SET
Full 10-yr. warranty•.
Reg. 79.99.

·s- -

fer <Hlfflils

R~. 29.99. ,

t All other Tool
Sovrce TM tool sets, ..
SALE 20% OFF•
•Radud;on is off rag. pr~
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alutes Minorit Men
Commissioner Fields has presided
The Urban League Minority Male
luncheon recognized nine men for in the courts of Riverside County as
their outstanding accomplishments. Court Commissioner for over eight
The Master of Ceremonies, Actor years. During that time, his
Bill Cobb, masterfully handled the responsibilities included both the
master arraignment and master trial
job.
Commissioner Richard Fields readiness calendars. Prior to his
joined several others in saying to the appointment to the bench, Mr. fields
crowd of 200 that he was served as the Reginald Heber Smith
overwhelmed. Fields said, "we have National Poverty Law Fellowship
not done anything to have a perfect with the Legal Aid Foundation of Los
day until we help someone who could Angeles. He was associated with the
law Offices of Susan R. Wasserman,
not possibly repay."
Mark Macarro said a hero is a big and served as Riverside County
mantle to wear. Clifford Hackney Deputy Public Defender and as well
listed a long list of his heroes and as with Reynolds , Bawden and
sheroes. Ken Ramirez commended Lawson.
He has dedicated his life to
the Urban League for always being
there. "What goes around comes community service and as a member
around," he said. I don't consider and past president of Riverside
Sunrise Rotary Club, he has been
myself a hero but I like to give back.
Emilio J. Virata, Jr., left the involved in mentoring students.
audience with a wonderful story Assisting with major immunization
about his country, the Phillipines. drives , at the Inland Aids Walk,
The moral was to have everyone talk sending students to leadership camp,
participating in a 'lunch buddy"
to each other to make a difference.
Dr. Damon Castillo, spoke of his program where he meets special
humble beginnings and how it helps elementary students for lunch -time
him to improve the quality of his life fellowship. He was a speaker/mentor
of the program entitled, "The
and others around him.
Cobb told Black Voice he was Endangered Black Male, A Call to
honored to serve as Master of Action," and has been a speaker at
Ceremonies for such a fine group of the University of California,
men. "They do so much I marvel at Riverside, Afro-ethnic Studies
their accomplishment. My job as Department.
Mark Macarro, Tribal Chairman,
MC was easy, they go out and do
Pechanga Band of Luiseno Indians.
their work everyday," he said.
Robert Escalera, 23, Roger Macarro, is serving his second term
Gonazalez, l 8, Ronald Ferrell, 23 as Tribal Chairman of the Pechanga
and Henry Laye, 20, commented that Band of Luiseno Indians, he was first
it showed a lot of people have elected to the Tribal Council in 1992,
distinctive goals. "It makes me think and is serving his third term on the
even though they are minority, one council. He is involved nationally,
day I can be them," said Escalera. "It with the National Congress of
gives me something to strive for," American indians and the National
said Ferrell. "It's good for the Indian Gaming Association .
Chairman Macarro performs a
community and it's a goal for me in
my life," ended Gonzales and Laye. pivotal role in formulating and
recommending broad policy goals for
All are from the Job Corps.
Every elected political official from the Pechanga Band .- He works to
San Bernardino was represented . build consensus for decision making
Each gave a certificate of recognition gaming the Pechanga Development
Corporation , Pechanga Gaming
to the honorees.
Jay Estrada. Estrada is a fifteen- Commission and various tribal
year-old ninth grade student at North committees of cultural resources for
High School. Since joining the senior and youth programs , tribal
Urban League's intervention and enrollment
and
reservation
prevention youth program, Project infr~tructure development.
S.T.A.R., Estrada has improved his
Macarro's vision for the Pechanga
grades, enhanced his ·self-esteem, people is to see the band strengthen
. , learned life skills and job skills and its political self-determination and
· has raised his social awareness. economic self-sufficiency by
'Estrada worked at the Public Utilities developing a diversified reservation
Department in City Hall where he economy. At the same time . . he
received an excellent evaluation from
believes it critical to maintain and
the work experience site supervisor cultivate the Pechanga tribal culture
·., where ht; was placed ·a1 during the and traditional life-ways , so the
•JTPA program.
Pechanga people can move into the
Dennis James Harvey, a San next century with their unique tribal
Bernardino native, has two sons , iden!ity intact.
Samuel (7) and DaQuan (4). Harvey
Clifford Hackney, Director, Boys
attended San Bernardino High School and Girls Club of San Bernardino.
and graduated in 1990. He went on Hackney is Executive Director of the
to further his education by receiving Boys and Girls Club of San
a
degree
in
1994
in Bernardino since October 1998. He
telecommunications from ATC is a member of the Westside Action
Technical College in San Bernardino. Group and was recently inducted into
Although Harvey had a busy the Kiwanis Club and was employed
schedule attending college and being at the Arrowhead United Way for 3a single parent, he still found time to
1/2 years. Since joining the Boys and
volunteer at the Ruby Hernandez Girls Club, he has brought it back to
Center, performing various duties life, saving it from closure. Among
with youth of all ag£.s. He received a his accomplishments in such a short
certificat~ of recognition on January time include the establishment of
29, 1998.
both a Boy Scout and Girl Scout
Richard Fields, Commissioner Troop at the Club. It now has
Fields received his Bachelor of Arts approximately 30 girls and 40 boys
with honors in 3-1/2 years and enrolled. A second level has been
received his Juris Doctor from added to the facility to accommodate
Western State Univer~ity in May this and other programs for the youth
1983. While there he was on the of the community.
Honor Roll and named to Who's Who
Carl Russell, Deputy Sheriff, San
Among Students in American Bernardino County, Needles. Russeh
Universities and Colleges to was born in Pensacola, Florida. He is
Outstanding Young Men of America married to his high school sweetheart
and to the National Deans List, and with two children and lives in needles
Honors Moot Court advocator. He where he grew up. He joined the San
received a Master of Laws in Bernirdino County Sheriff's
. Taxation from the University of San department shortly after high school
• Diego School of Law in December and some college.
Russell has always been interested
. 1987.
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Everett James
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Honoree Mark Macarro with Bill
Cobbs

Honoree Maurice Calderon with Bill
Cobbs

in working with children especially
establishing a relationship with them
and the police . He is active in
coaching sports as coach for his son 's
t-ball team . The kids grew lo know
and like him as a coach and friend ,
not just his son 's dad, the cop.
Ken Ramirez. Vice Chairman, Saf\
Manuel Band of Mi ssion Indians .
Ramirez g rew up on the San Manuel
Indian Reservation without material
possession but with a great love of
family and community. He attend(ld
public schools and graduated from
San Gorgonio Hi g h S c hool. He
furthered his formal education at San

retention's and peer mentor program,
community outreach program,
residence hall outreach, and student
development
and
student
organizational advisement. He works
close ly with the University's
administrators. faculty and staff to
create an educational environment
that is supportive and respectful of a
multicultural student body.
Maurice Calderon, Senior Vice
President, Community Development,
Arrowhead Credit Union. Calderon
was born in Banning, Ca lifornia ,
married for 39 years to Dorothy with
two ~dull children and six

Honoree Richard Fields with Bill
Cobbs
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Norm Martin, Board President

grandchildren. He Serves as liaison California to attend school. He
with the community as well as the earned four degrees , including a
representative of the credit union doctorate degree from the University
with local, state and national political of La Verne.
groups.
He has 28 years of experience in
He has served on various civic public education, including teaching
organizations and has received and administrative. Dr. Castillo
numerous awards and honors from currently serves as superintendent of
educational and professional groups.
the Alvord Unified School District in
Dr.
Damon
Castillo, Riverside. He is the first Hispanic
Superintendent, Alvord Unified Superintendent in the history of the
School Distric·t. Dr. Castillo was District. He will assume the position
born in Houston, Texas . After of Deputy Superintendent of the
graduation from high school he Riverside County Office of
enlisted in the U.S. Navy. Following Education, effective July I, 1999.
his service he remained in Southern
Bernardino Valle y Co.l ieg e and , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
continues today with Peter Drucker
Executive MBA program at the
Claremont Graduate School.
He c urrently se rves as ViceChairman of the San Manuel Band of
Mission Indians. He has held various
positions in the tribal g overnment
over the past eight years, attending to
the responsibiliti es of building the
business enterprises o f San Manuel
and serving his fellow tribal members
through his strong leadership. He has
served as General Manage r of the
San Manuel Indian Bingo & Casino
As African American women, we are the
for the past eight years.
backbone of our community and its future.
Emilio J. Virata , Jr., Director,
Thar's why, if you know someone who is
Asian Pacific Student Programs .
Virata graduated from Samuel F.B .
pregnant, you can help bring a healthy new
Morse High School in San Diego and
generation into the world - share the
received his Bachelor of Arts degree
wisdom
of generations past.
from California State University, Los
Angeles in June 1989.
Enc:ourage her to cake care of herself by
He has been the Director of Asian
not drinking, smoking or doing drugs.
Pacific Student Programs at the
And most important: encourage her to
University of California at Riverside
see a doctor early and continuously
since August 1995. He is responsible
for department activity including
throughout her pregnancy. Her baby's life

baby's best chance at a
wonderful life starts with
generations of caring.

may depend on it.
There are state programs that can help. For
more information about prenatal care and
other services, call your local Black Infant
Health Program:

Riverside County Black Infant
Health Program (800)794-4814

~!?2~!

We're in this together.

